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MORMON
PRESIDENT
Lierenzo Snows Passes
Away at Salt Lake.
Seriously III Only One
Day.--Leaves Large
Family.
(Special to New Era.
SALT LAILX, Utah, Oi. 10.—Loren-
lieSsew. fifth President of the charoh
el lents Christ of Latest Day Saint..
bailer known as the Mr mon charob,
aled aneapiteadly at his private reel-
dome. OM himeorio Beeida House, yes-
Pleas he sawn^ sot tow arl•
L0111720 1090W. •
earday statuses, after se illness that
had been melons only me day. Tbe
hainedisee ease, of his death was lay-
PoshliMe angesdett, saperiaduonli by
aggrravefed bronehitis
FresMent Soave leaves a Wage family,
the Millabere bola( sesasired throughout
the wield. AU have beea notified of
his dealt.
Lorena° flaw was born in Mantua,
Portage Gloomy, Ohies, April 3. 1814,and
resolved a olanneal education at Ober-
lin Wags. Hs beam a convert to
Normesism la 1856, and immediately
began preselytiag. Moos Shen he has
lees nee of Ms most active and promi-
nent members of the ohm* otwanisa-
Sim In Ma. daring the settatios
whist the practise of polygamy. he
was convicted of unlawful oohalisation
sad senessected to three Senna of six
111111@ths each, bat later he was released
os a writ of habeas corpus. On Sept.
IS. JIGS, he we. Mimeo President of the
Own*. in snooession to Wilford Wood-
ruff.
AMMER RURAL ROUTE
Will 91 blallidad Is West Christia—
n Miles Lag.
Rural bee delivery route No. 5 will
be saahlished I. West Ohelefilaa.
Shea UM heads of families will be
awn&
Tbeisegth of She reuse will be twen-
ty-eaves miles.
Brain-Food Nonsense. :
Amoeba ritilleslone feed fad has bees
bsaided by the mese competent Bather-
Ma. They have dispelled the lily DO-
OM Manna hind if feed is seeded for
bean. Welber for 111111•014111, sad still es-
slier for be... A ouresot died will ast
• amelab a postionler pare of the
be, but is wUl saitain every other
we. Yet, however geed your food
may be. its astrimest is diaroya by
leifigeolies or dyspepsia. Tea most
prepare fee Shea appearance or prevaat
Male sassing by taking regular doses if
Salvess's August Inagaw, the favorite
medistas et Shebat/day millions. A few
dome aids digestion, stimulates the liver
St healthy alias, purifies the blood,
and maks@ you feel buoyant and vigor-
ens. You sem get Dr. Li G. Green's re
lade resnedies at R. O. Hardwiek's
dreg More. Get Gresa's Special Alma-
NEW SURVEY.
The Litirrille Timm says: "Ohl!
Magineer Jae. F. Barns, of the 5$. [ask
Masaoif She Louisville and Nashville
alba& be. completed • prelisalasay
mew of a proposed sew roues insend
etligla Hill, about twenty-five miles
airthsfNe.hvllle Tbeuewhiaeis on
a stay Or-foot-grade, and will be be-
times Mn and eight Mille in leagtit.
The diseases will not be eboressed
gawk, but Me grads will be greatly re-
boot It is now the bowies, grade on
She mare *yawn, reqairing two hill sa-
ghat for all trains. This impreveattat
le hotly seeded. and Mr. Beres be. Io-
nia a has be esersiders satirely profit-
able. If upon further Investigation no
ebaseles are eoconntered the road will
be esseeruoted without delay, provided
tie cost does nee exceed $150,000.
Working 24 Hours a Day
e's sm_rest for those tireless
waters—Dr. frars ileS—t-410
Maass are always hos, oaring Torpid
Liver, Jaundice, [Mimosas, Fever and
Argos. They banish sick headadie.drive
ewe malaria. Never grip or weskits.
Illoall. eases ails. work wonders. Try
Nom 25o at •adaseos & Fowlm, 0.
B. Wyly's, 4 L. Elgia's and .1. 0,
011ek'S.
11110 CAN BEAT IT?
Our old friend Kd Rees left as a seed
Plea of Sobec000 from his crop measur-
ing Mae feet aigli inches high with
WOW laves osnespendingly brad
aid heavy. If Murata or any other of
She Ma abeam counties in the State
ella Ma it, Ks. Rata will look up az-
alea Moss —Oats Raised.
CASTOR IA
Far Wade and Children.
ThrTNIImAIwisIsuØt
4 Dears Ck•
or
CONSULTING rRing Still At
COMMITTEE Its Old Tricks.
Will Hold Meeting Mon-
day, Oct. 21.
Work Of Organizing
Against Trust Methods
Will Be Pushed.
The tobacco growers' convention held
In Cloak/v[11e Oct. 5 adjourned to meet
again Tuesday, Oct. 22. The ()balmier,
by resolution, was authorised to ap-
point a committee of experienced farm-
er, from the several counties in the
Hopkineville and OlarksviVe %Imo
growing districts to meet in Olarksville
the day before the eonvention, Monday
Oct. II, Io.ssi.1s and formulate the
best plan.for the general organ': stion
ef the Mahlon for as operation and self-
pialootios againemeeopoly, lookieg le
lb* bivanoentent of the prim of tobacco
es Its legitimate value and other matters
of importance.
Chairman H 0. Fort has appointed a
Wag lie* of oommittes from the follow
as manages :
Montgosnery,Robertsoo,Diokson coun-
ty, Tess; ()hessian county Ky,; Todd
awlstY. ; Logan county, Kr; Ohe.it-
henty, Trigg county, Ky; 0&d-
well county, Ky; Crittenden county,
By; Orates meaty. Ky; Henry county,
Stewart ooenty, Weakley county and
rates, meaty, Ky.
The Christian county committeemen
Ilte as follows :
R if Reeves, Bell; W G Branner,
Pembroke; Ed King, Church ; Whit
Redford, Howell; George Endlibe, La-
fayette; Barker Jesup, Fairway ; John
Obildrees, Hopkiamille; Ed Garrett,
Pembroke.
Secretary 0. K. Mertwethesr, In noti-
fying the committeemen writes as fol-
lows:
"This is a gamiest of highest impor-
tation to planted, whether lbw man get
together on any sea of balsas* organ-
ise for their own mutual benefit and
protection against the exactions of all
sorts of combiaatione. The only way to
decide what is best is to get together
and discuss the situation and formulate
plans and a full meeting of tbe commit
tests desired."
PEMBROKE COUPLE WED.
rrom retaraya catty
Oullom Pcque and Miss Laura Scott,
if Pembroke, were married yesterday
afternoon at the courthouse in Olarke-
vine by Squire Z. Smith.
MR. CAYCE'S POSITION.
Mr. Lucian U. Clary has resigned
his petition with Forbes & Bro. He
has been appointed agent for the Mil-
tweaks* Harvesting Machine 00., in
Weaken Kentucky. Hopkinsville will
be his beadqaarters.
Says He Was Tortured
• -1 suffered such pain from mess 1
could hardly walk," writes H. Robinson
Hilleberoagh. 111 , bat Bactrian's Arnim
Salve completely cared these." Acts
like maga on sprain., bruises, outcomes
lead% herr, bale, skims Perla. busi-
es Wain diseases and Miss. Cure gaa-
mallsed by Andean& & Fowler, J. 0.
Oak, L. L. Elgin and 0. K. Wyly. Se.
NEW BUFFALO BILL.
Ts Be lamed By The Treasury Depart.
meat Is Nest Few Days.
Marge 8atia will issue in the next few
days • $10 greenback, which will be a
novel buff.lo bill." The design for
the new treasury note was drown by a
celebrated artist and stalest of animal
life, who is connected with the national
Smithsonian Institute. Several weeks
ago it was engraved by one of the most
skillful artisans employed by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing. Its chief
feature is She representation of a buffa-
lo bull, with bent head and outstretch.
ed tail on a prairie of sage grass, in the
position of pawing for food. The note
has been so designed that about as mach
white will show as is now visible on the
silver OelretflOOte Of 1899.
Women and Jewels-
Jewels, oandy, flowery, man—that is
the order of a woman's preferences.
Jessie form a magnet of mighty power
So the average woman. Even that
greatest of all jewels, health, is often
ruined in the strenuous ifforts to make
or save the money to purchase them. If
swiss. will risk bar health to get •
coveted gem, then lei her fortify herself
against the insideous consequence* of
000ghe, colds and bronchial affections
by the regular use of Dr. Roaches's Ger-
maniSyrup. It will promptly arrest
consumption in its early Magee and heal
the affected lungs and bronchial tubes
and drive the dread disease from the
syseetn. It is 1301;$ care all, but a aer-
ials care for coughs, colds and all brow
°Mel troubles. You can get Dr. G. (1.
Green's reliable remedies at R. C. Bard-
wick's drug store. Get Green's Special
"Alseansu.
WRITE ‘•WHITE NOUSE"
Os The Nest Letter You Seed Presided
Roosevelt.
Hereafter all letters to the President
of the United States should be addressed
"The White House" instead of "The
Executive Mansion," by order of the
President. He has also ordered the
change made on all stationary at the
White House, and all linen, silverware
and aim hereafter purchased by Mrs.
Roosevelt's orders will ha similarly
marked
Tries To Break Up
Fusion Meeting.
CREATED A SCENE.
Effort To Stampede
Crowd Failed.
"HERE'S WHISKY!"
)-rom!staturaay's daily.
A re t of Ringsters. with shameless
• ffroutery, tried to break up another
fusion meeting In the °aunty last night
with only partial snows".
The scene of the outrage was St His-
sleySown. A hall had been rented by
the futon see, and a number of ehe
candidates on the Democrat Poston tick-
et and their friends were present to ad-
dress the voter,. It was definitely stat-
ed by the chairman that there would be
no joint debate, and it was hoped that
the meeting would be allowed to prog-
ress without disturbance
Judge W. P. Winfree, M A Little
field, T. H. Major, and Id D. Boone
bad spoken in the Interest of their re-
'pretty. candielsoiee, Ephraim Poston,
oolored, had cpmpleted s stirring speech
and Beverley Dabney, had begun an ad-
dress Daboey ha I spoken only a few
minutes when Johi Felled, who is the
Hies candidate fee 114•11.111 against the
Rev D. S. Edwards, and was standing
at the door with John Boyd 10 book
intenupted the speaker and
dome= od to know whether a di-
vision of time would bi given. He was
informed by he chairman that only a
fusion meeting had been arranied
Several henchmen of the Risig, who
bad been scattered through the audieoot
arms and started for the door, crying
out invitations to the crowd to follow.
A few boys acoompaned them and, led
by Felaud, Boyd, Bob Lander, ool and
Wyatt Watt, ool., went off and held a
mistime of their own It may be said
to the credit of the colored Republican
politicians that they were not in the ball
Nearly all of the crowd remained in
the ball and the speaking continued
without further t-ouble, though POMO
of the hirelings of she Ring on the out-
side kept crying out that there was
plenty of whisky for all who wanted it
"Come and get some good whisky."
they shouted "There's Iwo gallons out
here for you."
The audience that rernaioed In tle
hall, however,was composed of orderly,
decent cit seise and were not tempted
by the promise of liquor
The action of the Ring in tryiug to
break up the fusion me•tings In the
county is doh g that ticket very muo'i
more harm than good. It is arousing
the disg-net and indignation of people of
all partite end will resnIt in many vot-
ers supporting the Democratic Fusion
noket who had not heretofore intended
to do so.
NIGHT OF TERROR Alf
THE EMPIRE MINES
Battle Fought In
Darkness.
A MIDNIGHT ATTACK.
Over Pao Hundred Shots
Were Exchanged.
ALL IS QUIET TODAY.
The fireman. The guards quickly gathered
about the engine house on which the at-
tack seemed directed. Lights were
burning there, making the cflicers
good targets, and bullets struck all
around them. The ligtits were extin-
guished and the fire returned. On ac-
count of the darkness the guards were
able to aim only in the direction of the
the assailants at wt om they shot over a
hundred times. While She exchange
of bullets was in progress, three forms
were seen skulking near the company's
powder magazine. The guards fired on
them and the/ fled.
For probably half an hour, almost
continuous firing was kept up, and all
the people in the neighborhood were
A battle in the darknese occurred Sat- greatly alarmed.
urday midnight between the sheriff's the night, up
posse who are dotng guard duty at Em-
pire and an attacking forot of unknown
men, presumably onion miners.
A night of terror was the result.
Over two hundred shots were fired,
and though none of the oMoers was
wounded, all for a while were in a hail
of ballets and throughout the night des-
ultory firing was kept up by the assail-
ants.
Oning to the rain, tho guards,
about thirty in all, had sought
shells( about She tipple of tbe mine.
Laid Li o'clock, several persons who
could SOS be recognised on account of
the darkness, were seen to approach
within tweety-five yards of the guards.
Then a voice was heard saying, "Now's
our time"
The reports of several gum rang out
and two bullets sped throegh the boiler
room both narrowly missing a oolored
During the rest of
to daybreak, occasional
shots were fired at the guards from
members of the attsokitig party
who were stationed on the hills sur-
rounding the mine'.
The situation about Empire is serious
Scarcely an hour day or night passes
that the report of a gun or tile crack of
a pistol is not heard, and the miners
and their familial are kept to a state of
fear and excitement dreading a possible
outbreak The presence of armed guards
hat relieved the situation to some ex-
tent They are costing the county PO
a day and their stay at Empire id ho-
d finite. The mine i• being operated
as its fulleat capacity, and one hundred
and thirty five men are at work They
are not in the least in sympathy with
, the union and but for the menace of
batiste from hidden foes, would be thor-
onghly satitlial with their condition
M. RAWLS REnoves.
Mop. L. R. Rawls will leave tomorrow
ter Louisville where she will conduce
one of the largest and mei fashionable
boarding houses in that city. She has
secured the handsome MoOomb place at
743, 3rd street, and will start withevery
smarm:ice of success. Mrs /Ionia is a pop
alas lady of unusual business ability
The best wishes of a host of friends will
follow her to her new home.
RESIGNED HIS POSITION.
Mr. Walter S Honed, formerly with
the Novrell, Shapleieh Hardware Co.,
St. Louie, has resigned his position with
that firm to traveling salesman, and re-
turned so his former position with
Forbes & Bro., of this city. His many
friends are glad to welcome him back
00 FISHING.
The following party left Sunday for
Oninberland river where they will spend
a week in camp fishing: Judge Buckner
Leavell, Phil May, Clint Elliott, Bud
O'Brien, Walter Oook, and Jack Mon-
Me.
JUST IN TIME.
Mr. D. H. Armstrong, who is farming
on the Phipps plass near the oily,
sought shelter firm Me rain risturday
by going in Me bow It Wae fortunate
that he diel.so, for be discovered a blase
that in a few moments would have set
Ire to and destroyed the boiling The
fire was under the sills, and its origin
is not known.
RENDERED SPEECHLESS.
Jobe W. Carter &Mails A Stroke Of
Paralysis.
Yroni maturday's daily.
John W. Oarter, of the grocery firm
of Carter, Lockers & Scarborough, of
Olarksville, was stricken with paraly-
sis while at his farm near Oak Grove,
in South Christian, yesterday. Sinoe
the attack Mn. Carter has been speech-
less and his condition is regraded as
serious. His friends are very much
concerned about his eend t ion Reports
from him al noon indicate no change.
Mr. Carter is about 60 years old.
a ALM 'V a xe. .4a. MO at Mt
Inn be he Kind You Han
armasie 14•86•10
Of
IWO Ilan the The led TM be Ahlt 1601
KNIONTS ESCAPED.
From liaturday's daily.
Bad and Bert Knight, the union mi-
ners who are under indictment for ku-
kluxing and malicious shooting and
weaseling with intent to kill, growing
oat of the assault from ambush on the
Empire miners, narrowly escaped being
captured yesterday. Deputy Sheriff
Obarles J. Barnes and signs(' of guards
wLo had been searching for the men
satprised them in camp near the Hop-
kins county line. The brothers were
surrounded and ordered under arrest
Though halt a dozen earl:lines were coy-
erieg them, the men sprang through
the line of offtoars and ran like deer
across the county line. They were put.
Deed and could easily have been shot,
but the guards were unwilling to kill or
injure them by firing on them. The
chase was finally abandoned
Ladiallles WeariShas
One sIze ,smaller after using Allen's
Foot. Ease, a powder to be shaken into
the shoes. IS makes tight or new shoes
feel easy; givee instant relief to corns
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. °urea and pre-
vents swollen feet, blisters, callous and
sore spots. Allen's Foot-East is a cer-
tain cure for sweating, hot, aching feet.
As all druggist' and shoe stores, 25o.
Trial package FREE by mall. Address,
Allen 8. Olmstead, Le Roy, N Y
WILL HOE PROTECTION
Mtn Will Be Allowed To Work Per
Their Finnic..
The some of war seams to have been
transferred from Hooking to Ohriatian
county. The miners at Empire have
Wien fired into and peveral men have
been wounded. A atate of terror reign-
ed and it became necessary to send arm-
ed men under a sheriff to protect the
men while they are at work. The oft
-
°ere are now affording the protection
necessary for the mines. Indictments
have been returned against several who
are charged with firing on miners while
they were at work. Men who want to
work in that county are assured that
they shall have proper protection while
laboring for a support of themselves
and family.—Madisonville Graphic.
Constipation is the rook that wrecks
many lives; it poison' the very life
blood. Regularity can be established
through the use of Pricely Ash Bitters.
It is mildly cathartic and strengthens
the stomach, liver and kidneys. Sold
by Jae 0 Oook
PREVENTING TICKET IS JURY IS
HESSIAN FLY CERTIFIED. COMPLETED
Matter In Which Farm-
ers Are Interested.
Discussion Of Best fleth-
od To Get Rid
Of Pest.
Now that wheat sowing is engaging
the farmer's time, the best method of
getting rid of the ever present Hessian
fly should attract hie attention. Bear-
ing upor• this important subject a late
experiment station bulletin says •
In a good many states the ravages of
the Hessian fly have been so discourse-
log that in large sections of the country
sowing wheat has for a time had to be
abandoned entimly in any part of the
country it wilfrooa dies
one wants to get rid of the enemy to the
wheat crop at the cost of not raising the
crop for a number of years if it can pos-
sibly be helped, so it will be well for all
farmers in places infected by thid de-
structive insect to investigate and les en
the beat and cheapest method of getting
rid of the fly.
-On a farm infested with Heysian ti
the combined experience of farmers who
have investigated the slit ject would lead
to the adeption of the following aylet,m :
First, sow very early in the season all
round the land to be put in wheat, a
strip of land from ten to thirty feet in
width. in wheat, If this is done early
enough to get a good growth by time the
crop is gown, the fly will deposit its eggs
In the wheat oh this strip.:and as soon
as the crop is sown this may be turned
over, using a plow with a jointer that
will throw the wheat mod to the bottom
of the furrows. This will destroy &large
part of them. The strip may then be
sown, if it is desired to do so, but with-
out pulling up any of the buried wheat.
"A good fertiliser that is easily soluble
and assimilated, drilled in with the
wheat, will stimulate the repid growth
so the wheat will outgrow the fly. If a
large area canoe* be sown with the best
possible soil preparation on strong land
with fertilisers, than reduce She sore.
age. Strive to make the beet possible
orop. not the largest acreage sown, and
the chances are that the fly, if it amoks
the clop. will do but little harm.
"None of these directions are difficult
to follow; they are taken from the ex-
perience and observation of practical
farmers and RFS BUYS to bring ettONNIS
We hope, therefore, for the sake of fu-
ture immunity from a positive and wide
spread disaster, farmers in all infest-d
districts will put these suggestions into
practice. As a better orop will be cer-
tain, and the cost little if any great. r,
there is no reason why all this may not
be universally clone."
Priokly Ash Bitten cures disease of
the kidneys, o tenses and strengthens
the liver, stomach and bowels Sold by
Jae 0. Cook.
Iteli5ious
„Voters,
The Rev. 1.011 0 Broughton, of At-
lanta, will bold a series of revival meet
Inge, beginning Nov. 4, at the Baptist
church. The week proceeding will b.
devoted to pre'iminary services, con-
ducted by the pastor, Rev Dr. Charles
Harris Nash Dr. Broughton is well
known here, having held a remarkably
successful meeting two years ago. He
I. one of the ablest evangelist' lit the
country. He has just returned from
England where be has been emaciated
with the famous Rev Dr Meyer in ini-
portaat religions work
WILT, TO FHILIPPISEs,
Rey. Dr. George Fred Pentecost, one
of the most noted members of the Amer
loan ministry, has resigned the pastorate
of the Yonkers New York chutcb, of
which he had charge, and will go to the
Philippines under the auspices of the
Presbyterian church for the purpose of
organizing the religious work of that
denomination at Manila.
Dr. Pentecost had ,many devoted
friends here where he formerly resided
and was married. He to a brother-in-
law of Mrs. Oarrie Arnold He visited
relatives here several months ago and
',reef:Med at the First Presbyterian
°hutch and Union Tabernacle.
--
NoT E. P. citowE
In reference to the Rem that has gone
the rounds of the moss stating that Rev.
E. P. Crowe, who was diemiesed from
the Louisville Methodist Conference for
geeing intoxicated, had gone from had
to worse and that his wife was suing
for divorce, Rev. Obas. H Crowe. of
Pembroke, sends the Nsw Rai tbe fol-
lowing statement which we are delight-
ed to give publicity:
-I do not doubt the fact of some Mrs.
Orowe suing for divorce, but the par-
ties are no relation of our family.
"My brother is at May field,Ky.,editor
of The Plowshare—a new paper just
started (monthly magazine)--his wife
and family are with him, and a divorce
has never been thought of, and he has
lived a good life since his trouble at con-
farenoe. I have written statemente So
title effect from his pastor and friend..''
TEN CENTS will buy trial etas of
Ely's Orient Balm ; enough to convince
you that it is the greatest of remedies
for nasal catarrh or cold in the head
Full size No. All druggists. We mail it
ELY BROIL 53 Warren St., New York
153 Second St. Albany, N. Y
Messrs. Ely Bros: - I suffered greatly
with oalarrh and tried differed remedies
without effect. After using one bottle
of your Cream Balm and I cannot praise
too eighty such a remedy.
Sept. '17 1899. Mies Core illard.
Nominations In All But Ali Are Men From
One Ward. bon County.
Conservative Ilen Who
Stand For Clean, Hon-
est Government,
The Denioerstie city iicket has been
certified to the county clerk by the
Democratic city oommittee as follows:
FiltST W•RD
Lloyd W. Whil!ow
SE( OND WARD
John B. Galbreath
"map WARS)
James West
FOURTH WARD
Lucien H. Davis
siXTH WARD
J. B. Jackson
SEVENTH WARD
J.IGuy Duncan.
The candidates in toe Sixth and See.
oath wards were nominated in primary
eleotions held Oct In the other
wards there were no oontests, and the
oandidates were named by the Demo-
oracle committee. Capt. Whitlow's
candidacy was not subject to the notion
of the party as he had been petitioned
to make the race by citizens of all pollt-
los' faiths, but he wee found altogether
acceptable by the committee and' his
name will go on the ballot under the
rooster. No nomination was made in
the Fifth ward, which is Reptaltein by
a large majority. The Democratic tick-
et is composed of men who aro devoted
to the beet interests of the city in the
line of economy, conservatism and good
government, and every cis,' -ii having
the welfare of Hopkinsville at heart
should be glad of the orportneity to
vote for them
WATTERSON
FOR GOVERNOR.
(Special to New Ers.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct 14 —The
Louisville Post states today that Henry
Watterson, editor of the l'ourier-Journ-
al, has told his friends during the pest
few days that be is a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Governor
.411.11111 1 1 1%.
Bears tat TbsIiYouHeou
Blesssus
PART OF ROAD SANK
Two Feet Deep Aad Thirty.ix Feet Is
Circumfereace.
Sunday morning about PO nrias a part
of the Hopkinsville al d Diver road,
near Herndoo, sank about two feet be-
low its former level The sunken part
is about thirty-six feet in ci•cconferero•
and is in the center of the road.
No cause can be rumpled for It except
that there was a cavern under the spot.
There was no earsi quake or other dis-
turbance and no other sinking has been
reported.
Do you stiffer from piles? If so do not
turn to surgery for relief. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel S sive will act more quickly,
darely and safely,saving you the expense
and danger of an operation. R. C.
Hardwick.
***
$6Dt7TW. Holmes
laaye that wage is an ever sovereignbalm. Aud so it is, thank Mercy,for sore spirits But for Use aches,parts and went eases of the bodyJohns"'. heibe.onua rIaster.is bet-ter. It soothes, warms, eotnforts
and heals. It seeks out the cause of
the trouble and sets it right. It con-
tains virtues old as history, yet never
before so combined as to he II the
highest practical effksey. Note the
Red Cross on all the genuine_
JOHNSON a JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
Tinning!
A Time Of Need
You'll find our roofing a strong
protection in time of need.
Our roofing, guttering, piping
et •., are good and durable and
when the winds blow and the
floods come they stand the test
We sell cistern pumps, clean out
and repair your cistern, gutters,
pipes, etc. Charges reasonable.
Oall and see us or 'phone 1011-3,
Vir. St., opp. Hotel Latham
G.G.Greer
!lour-
Challenged By Defense.
--Powers tlas
Funds
(Special to New Era )
liEOGETOWN, Ky, 03. 14 —The
jury in the Caleb Powers ease was se-
cured this morning. It is said that
none of the jurors are Republicans. All
are from Bourbon county
The present term of the court will
last only two weeks longer, and as the
former trial of Mae case took more than
• month, just how the case can be
finished to the allotted time is not clear,
as each side claims to have more Wit-
nesses than before and that It will take
['peach step tu greater detail. Night
sessions will be held.
Early in the month, and, in foot, un-
til within a day or two before the case
was called, it was known that Powers
was in desperate need of fond+ to pro-
vide for his defense. Word has
since been received by near friends
of his to rest easy on that
score, and it is thought that a
wealthy personal friend agreed to stand
the expense, l'owers' counsel are R 0:
Kinkead, of Louisville; Judge Jere R
Murton, of Lexington; Judge James 0
Sim.. of Bowling Green; John W.
Douglas, of Owenton ; James B. Fan:sell
Oemgetown, and R. L. Faulkner, of
Barboniville.
For Site uommonwealth appears the
dietriot prosecuting attorney, Robert
Franklin; T. 0. Campbell, of New
York; John K. Hendrice, of Paducah;
Victx F. bradl+y, of Georgetown. and
former judge Ben William., of Frank.
fort.
Two of the fugitive (loci) 51 inspects,
John Powers and Berry Howard, have
been located in Harlan arid B.11 coun-
ties, respectively, but the Oommon-
wealth is advised that their arrest at
this time would be notifies. as the coun-
ty judges would release them, as was
done when Power.' wee arrest ',I it, Knox
county.
The defense, continuing the dilatory
tactic, adopted when the case was fir t
called, this afternoon filed a motion
challenging the entire jury. asserting
that all are Democrats and were empan-
eled unfairly.
Lewis Ockerman Goshen, lad : '
Witt's Little Early Risers never bend
me double like other pill.. but do tbei
work ihorougbly and make me feel like
a boy " Oertain, thorough, gentle. R.0
Hardwick.
WE
OLIVES!
Do You
Like Them?
If you do try
some of those
Mammoth
Queen's
at BURCH'S
CASH GRO-
CERY.
Only 35c
per Pint.
Medium Queen
25c per Pint.
Burch's
CASH...
GROCERY,
PHONE 271.
No. 13 Main street.
WE
••••
or' 
IYou Ought To
Have
Trousers
All around your closet.
Extra trousers are in de
mand now and we meet
the demand by making
them to order at little
prices. Examine our
line of Fall and Winter
Woolens.
WalterIA. Ward,
Merchant Tailor.
112 South Main Street.
"iota& loom afar twins do yogi. ~M-J"
GOLD DUST
makes the pans and kettles clean and bright It does -the work mush
bettor than soap and in much less time.
You save half your labor when you use GOLD DUST, et is the world's
Lest clamber. it Gleans everything arid injures nothing. Grocers have
Sane for our FREE Weida CMOs. Reiss tor Houseweek.-
THE N R FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago. S. Lois, New York. Seem
Grand Gift
DISTRIBUTION!
We wilt) distribute among our cus-
tomers Jrsdav, Dec. 26th, 1901,
thirty presents now on exhibition at
our store as follows:
1st Premium—One Marble Top
Dough Kneader and Beaten
Biscuit Machine.
2d Premium-1 Bbl. White Swan
Patent Flour.
3d Premium-1 Set Tintern Cups
and Saucers.
4th Premium—/00 Lb. Sack Gran-
ulated Sugar.
5th Premium-1 Box of 50 Jocico
Cigars.
6th Premium-1 Fiber Water
Bucket.
7th Promium-1 Elegant 12 pieee
Chamber Set.
8th Premium-1 year's subscrip-
tion Weekly-biese-rwon.rit
9th Premium-50 Lb. Sack White
Swan Patent Flour.
10th Premium-1 two-pound can
Chase & Sanborne's seal brand
Mocha and Java Coffee.th
Premium-1 Fancy Lamp.
12th Premium-1 Ceiling Feath-
er Duster.
13th-Premium—I year's subscrip-
tion to Daily New Era.
14//1 Premium-6 cans Ferndell!
15 t heyrs 
dy.
rmeeaiunm—.5 Lb. box Low-n
16th Premium-1 Tin Water :set.
17th Premium-1 lb. (.3 1-erno(-11
Baking Powdr.
21st Premium-1 White Bowl and
1280tphitePphreznii imin —1 box 100 sites
] ,ILPIrte.Ymi'ulanIP-50 lb. stand Leaf
—1 Fancy Broom.
22d Premium-5 lb. boxCreameta
Candy.
23dPramepemir.um-1 large Cloth*"H
ily Flou
Jrc 
iru.111."4"1"arj1 Pam-
256/tohh PilTreomilieutm 
Soap.
cakes of Lana
Premium-20 lbs. Granula-
ted Sugar.
271Fh.
 
Premium-24 ium-2 lbs. Family
Flour.
29th Premium-12 packages Co-
28tdhti(o)Pin.reetomcoitmeeu—t.hl yKeenatru'scksuiabsen.rip-
8.0th Premium-1 bbl. Cuba Mo-.
Corn. lasses.
The ones to receive the above specified premiums to
be determined in the following manner:
With each Cash Purchase of 25 cts., or multiple
thereof, we will give a ticket, and place a duplicate of same
in a wheel kept for that purpose, and on above date at 2 :30
p. m. we will have three disinterested judges to superin-
tend the distribution. The wheel will be revolved around
a number of times and then a child blind-folded will draw
a ticket from the wheel and the number will be announced
by one of the judges, and the holder of the ticket will be
entitled to he first premium. The same procedure will be
gone through with for second premium and so on until all
premiums have been distributed.
All holders of tickets must be present, or some one
with their numbers and the name and address of
owner. After the last number has been called the judges
will wait 15 minutes for all holders of successful tickets,
or their representatives, to make themselves known,
and at the expiration of that time if any gifts have not been
called for they will be forfeited to the holders of tickets
remaining in the wheel, and the distribution will proceed
in the same manner as originally, and so on until each
gift has been claimed by some one present.
WTCooper&Co
Wholesale and Retail GROCERS.
Opp. Court House. HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
The Penn Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PH1LADELPH7A,
IS WRITING MORE THAN 
A Million of Insurance a Week!
LOW RATES OF PREMIUM. PURELY MUTUAL.
NO CONTESTED DEATH CLAIMS. ANNUAL DIVIDENDS,
NO STOCKHOLDERS TO SHARE IN DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUS.
Agents Wanted, address
Clarence C. Claypool, General Agent
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
illoRpHiffek
awns mut by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 oases In ! 7 years
The &ewe is tbe eatlesel ewes ef Jasa
and China. A remedyweethaienth ape
the inediral profession there tale
as the only pertranes=emip=
quiet core known to
treatment 1/1/tEE OF CILIL11811. 11•7-
eicianeeedailaisiMeatially treseeti ley WI&
curemENNISEEL
News witsarmarier Ors..iiiitinsaestai,sam weses4alr.
as
•
_•
•
THE NEW ERA
--1•11B14sHKIk 11Y—
era Priding & rablishig Cs
MITER WOOL Presided.
Into eoe al, judicial and Ileitis.
tive detects. Them are matters of vi-
tal ttepertamm to the Demoorary.
Windier the unspeakable Deboe shall
be easseeded by a DesoceaLor the state
so gterrritandered that a Democratic
Imialmore can never agaiu be electei
OFP1C1:—New Ira Building, Eleventh
egress. user Main. Ho,pkinn.tho, Ky. in Kentucky, or the congressional 
and
indicts' distriuts turned over to Ricoh-
'Maoism. are Issues that will be settled
In ;be November &union. Every voter
who o tee a Milos thre woeke from to-
day has • voice in the settlement of
these in .ners. (it. only the stay-et-
hane' who will not oount.
111.00 A YEAR.
Omeeived ae the postoble• in H opkt o il•
SO 11010664.11111.01 lotactor
Friday, Oct. 18, 1901,
— 
ADIMATISUMI RATES: —
a• tack. arse timenewa lies
Use Isals. ems aseata.  $0
gee:mei. Mese awash'  e
Olio lash. Ma sioattlts.    ell
0a• leek OM rear   15K
ammestai rate may be bad by aPPII0er
/don as the °aloe.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
advance.
Charges ler yearly advertisements will tee
sollecten quarterly.
LU savestiseneate inserted walkout spec-
Wed tame will be charged for until ordered
OOL
Amafeltneellitents klarrtages and Deaths,
11014 exceeding nve linee, and notice* of
92C=Vtriai==16.ut.tone of Respect,
eM saber amuse noses, live 00 14 per an*.
— 
11111111111111 RATES: —
The W *KELLY Iltzer Sae and the following
paper ono year:
Tenure-Week courter-Jonnaa/ . ... si $0
eseseweeaty St. Louis Repualts  lie
aseas- IV mails owe.- be mooral......  1 M
Wooster. atmelattau buquirisr. ...   1 au
amid- weekly ttaansine A cuurlieltal 
Wetly Lasieviatt commercial  10
Tit-W maw Rev Turk World  I re
neer Lonimus Yost .., p5*
Shwa. sae rams 1 a
Itailecual Maeaatae—Basbea  Ire
Weekly Atlanta lAittLOWAIYOU  1 7.
WOW, Slew York Trustee  i MI
1311-week* New York trireme 1 li
ream wait
learmistr
=
a Magas Journal. sew
—I.1""11II. 
.... ... I ib
may magastake
-. arww 
___
wwww peleitebee La sa• Ladled estates
COURT othieroity.
Onto= Courr—First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
leather
u
.
tal arratur 0ourr—Iliecoad Monday,'ilm2arT. Kleril. July and October.
lOCAL Courr—Fires Tuesday in April
and October.
COUNTY Couov—ttretMonday in every
DEMOCRATIC ELISION TICKET.
For °maw Judge.
W. P. WINFRKK
For Omni, Aieorney,
FRAHM RIVKi.
Per Monty Clerk,
J. L. )'POOL
Fee 1111-111.
0130. B. CROFT.
For Aessenor,
DAVID SMITH.
For Sept. of liolioels,
JAS. M CALM
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
For Jailer,
IL A. LITTLEFIELD.
Per Note asatalar,
REV. D. 13. EDW•RDS.
For Representative.
FRANK H. BASSITT.
IIMUITEIIIAL DISTRICTS.
CONSITaslAs
W Wee,
B H Carroll,
M. D. Home.
Frank IL Rives,
R. IL Wolfe,
• A4White,
Tamp. Oavahah
111111111111SIMC CITY MIT.
FIRST WARD—Lloyd W. Whitlow.
SHOOND WARD—Joba S. Galbreath.
THIRD WARD—James West.
FOURTH WARD— Lucian Davis.
SIXTH WARD—I. B. Jackson.
1113VINTH WARD—J. Guy Duncan.
Three weeks to the November elec-
tion.
Twenty years ago the New York oily
direelory sootained 386,477 names. The
diresiery for 1901, just tamed, lie 406,-
770 moms as living in Manhattan and
the Bronx. At the government ratio of
5 1-10 proms to a family the population
of the two borough. as indicated is 3,-
074,160, widen le about 16,000 more than
Ina given by the omens a year ago.
h to siatod 'bat _hundreds of young
ma have abandoned their positions is
Minseaptile and other Minnesota ebbs
and gem to Ike Dakotas to work in tie
fitavent fields. It the city boy. hustle
In the harvest lads an they are com-
pelled to do in Ibex usual work, they
VII storks Ike @tardy but deliberate
toustery lads.
Rehlers eopsosei in coaneolion with
Ike Inquiry approximate 130,000, and
they must have swallowed up all the
prim mow which he reosived from his
essaselien with the deetromion of the
Spanish Beet, sad ranch of his private
fortime booldes. His friends have been
swamito their Metre to meet him, and
Mrs. Staley bonen has taker, as her
pare of the work, tbeindexiag of all of
Admiral oorreepeadasee dur-
ing the ilpsoieh War, and tbe testimony
widish has boas given before the court of
11116137.
• Wssitington special says President
Romorelt has positively stated he will
makeno 1ght for the nomination in
Ink but If the people show their ap-
peovalof his mange by placing his name
at the head of the ticket he will be ex-
tremely paella!, and will not decline.
Ho further stated that if he had to pan-
.
am I • any pogitioal clique, combination
or zieveassna, he did DM want the nom-
inalism The South Corollas ladders so
whim the Preddeut deolored—hinirsif
wen John G. Oaparg, United Stake
Diarist Atterary and Republican Na-
tional Osomaitteentan for South Oaroli-
, leo ; J. P. game, Postmaster at Oolum-
hia, and Dr. V. P. Clayton. (Wed
Deputy Marshal for the District of South
Carolina.
The legislature, to be elected three
weeks from today will, says the Glas-
gow Time., elect a United States nos-
tot,',two prison coramiaMOStere and •
Mate librarian, and redistrict the state
410LE IN THE LUNGS
There are thousands of men
and women, as well as ever,
with holes in their lungs: con-
sumption stopped.
What did it?
Some change in way of life
and Scott's emulsion of cod-
liver oil'
A hole in the lungs, once
healed, is no worse than a too-
tight waist or waistcoat. Take
the emulsion and give it a
chance to heal the wound.
Wells/mil mesa title to try, dyou like
WOT1 & Rowlett. est Pesti "1"" • II', Y•rk•
"No reciprocity! Down with foreign
ere. The more tbey bur frt in Op, the
UMW We Milli to ery to ruin them, so
the they ain't buy anything --Re-
publican speech.
Here's bow the St. James Gazette,
Landon, sizes up Roosevelt:
'Smack of Lord Cromer. Jeff Deets
a touch of him,
Little of Lincoln. but not very much of
him;
Kitchener, Bismarck, Germany's W11'.
Jupiter, Chamberlain, Buffalo Bill."
Dr. Pomi, the most eminent surgeon
La France, has written an article for the
Echo de Paris in which he mays that
President McKinley at no time after the
assassin's mann was doing well, and
that all the French phyeicians and gor-
geous of note agreed that he could net
live tea days.
The proper pronsnotation of the peas-
idea's family name is not as though it
were Rinevelt, but Rose-se-veil. The
family is sensitive about snob matters.
The Roosevelt family is of Dumb ori-
gin, and therefore desirous that the
family name should be properly enun-
ciated.
In the penal code of the state of New
York is found the found the following:
"A person concerned in the coin mission
of a crime, whether be directly Cam-
mils the °Kenos, or aids and abets in its
oontesiimon, and whether present or
absent, and a panes who directly or
indirectly counsels, °maenads, induces
or procures another to commit a crime
principal." There OM similar laws
In other states. Why should the mur-
ders who call themselves anarchists be
excused from its operation?
The constantly growing importance of
mammon on the PaciliC is indicated by
ths charting of "lases" tee steamers
crowing that ocean. Such lanai have
been established for • gnat many yams
between I:WOW) and America and have
greatly diminished the risks of oollision.
These is still danger, however, of °DUI-
don of steamers with sailing Mips,
especially in the foggy region off the
Newfoundland coast, but such vessels
generally known when they are in one
of the steamship lanes and therefore
take extra precautions to avoid danger.
There is more catarrh in this section
of the country than all other Mimeos
pat together; and until the last iew
yews was supposed to be Incurable. For
a brae many years demon pronounoed
It a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by oaaohaatly failing to
mire with Meal OnsOnent, pronounced
loosraide. Deimos has proven catarrh
Sobs a oselatilemimal disease, sod there-
into requires a oemetitasional treatment.
Sidra (Wan% Owe, Manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the mar-
ket. Is is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It sots
directly on the blood and mucous surfa-
ces of the system, They offer one hun-
dred dollars reward for any cam it fails
to cure. bend for circulars and teeti•
menials. Address
F. J CHENEY & 0o., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 7.0.
Hall's Family Pills an the beet.
Now the artio explorers hays begun
fighting each other, and it is stated that
there is likely to be a serious clash be
tween the Baldwin and the Wellman
expeditious, it being (slimed by Bald
win's egpporters that the Wellman
party is following the same path north-
ward in order to be able to take ai-
rline(' of the store homes and stores
left along the route by Baldwin. It is
to be hoped that in their struggles they
will net watch any off the north pole.
When a boy turns his bulging rocket
Inside out we marvel at thej quantity
and variety of sr:toles he has Mowed
away. Odd lengths of string, marble.,
a horse-chestnut, a top, bream nails, hio-
kory-autaZan apple, and many more
articles ire garnered by this "snapper
up of unoonaidered trifles." We think
the collection must be bard on a boy's
pocket. And it i• Bat do we ever
think of the variety and miscellany of
lb* substances we put into the pocket of
oar stersch? There's the apple and
the nuts, and things besides quite se
indigeattble as braes nails and with no
more food value than so many marbles.
And yet we wonder that the stomach
"gives oat." When the emu& breaks
down under the strain of careless eating
and irregular meals it can be perfectly
and permanently restored to health and
strength by the use of Dr. Pierce's Gold-
en Medical Discovery. The action of
this medicine on the stomach and other
organs of indigestion and nutrition is
to marked that relief from disease is at
once experienced and the "headaches,
Liver -troubles." kidney disorders, skin
eruptions and other symptoms of a dis-
eased stomach are quickly cured. When
ever the me of a laxative medicine is
indicated use Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel-
lets. They act in harmony with the
"Discovery" and aerie its action by
purging the bowels of foul accamula-
ti MM.
EVIDENCE
FAVORABLE
TO SCHLEY.
(Special to New Kea.)
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Oct. 15 —
James N. Sean, Flag Lieutenant on the
cruiser Brooklyn, gave evidence at
Length, all favorable to Schley, in the
court of inquiry, The defense hopes to
furnish its evidence in two weeks.
When Capt. C. Cook,of the Brooklyn,
was on the stand, Mr. Hanna asked
him:
-What was the conduct and bearing
of Commodore Schley under fire on such
occasion as you had the opportunity of
observing?
-I always regarded him as an en-
thusisatioally brave and patriotic °H-
oer ; never in any other wily." replied
the witness.
(Apt Cook also testified that be
(00011) gave the order for the Brook-
lyn's loop at the battle of Santiago and
that he oonMdered the Movement emi
licitly successful
0. M. Phelpe, Foreseciale, Vt toys his
child was completely our+1 of a bad ease
of enema by the use of DeWitt's Witct
lisel Salve. Rowan of all counter-
feits. It instantly relieves piles. R. 0
Hardwiok.
CURES
THE KIDNEYS
Kidney disease is the enemy we have most to fear
as a result of the feverish baste of modern civilisation.
It is a treacherous enemy working Oct its deadly effect
under cover of such trifling symptoms as headache, slight
but persistent backache, dizziness hearetkrobblog. weak
digestion, comitipation, frequent or dimiuishml plumage of
arise, scalding arise, sediment is urine.
PRICKLY ASH BITTERS
l• a kidney medicine of the greatest merit. Its action is healing
and strengthening, quickly relieves Achim( or sor  in the
back, checks wasting or decay of the kidneys, cor re,t a the
Sow of lariat and through its excellent cleansing aud
regulating effect in the stomach, liver and bowels it
speed I y restores the strength and ruddy glow of
vitOrota health.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,
PRICE, $ 1.00.
JAS. 0. COOK, SPECIAL AGENT.
BIG BATCH OF
INDICTMENTS.
Grand Jury Back Again
At Work.
Tom rlanahan Is Declared
Not Guilty.--Court
News.
From Tuesday s dolly.
The grand jury, which reconvened
Monday, went to work with renewed
energy after a week's rest and a large
batch of indictments I. the result. Thir-
ty-six "true bills," with about seventy-
five defendants, have been returned
Jake Williams was indicted for wilful
murder. The other indictments are for
various minor offsosee. Many are for
gaming and others for carrying conceal-
ed deadly weapons, selling liquor to
minors, furnishing liquor to miaors, eta.
The jury will probably remain in seFsion
the rest of the week.
Tom Manahan, charged with crimi-
nally assaulting Mary Dickerson, was
arraigned for trial yesterday. The evi-
dence was ooncluded, speeches made
and the case given to the jury yesterday
afternoon. This morning the jury
brought in a verdict of not guilty.
Hugh Wagoner was tried for grand
Larceny and sentenced to one year in
the penitentiary. He is the negro who
stole Geo. W. Phelps bicycle which was
recovered in Clarksville. William
Mackey, col ,pleaded guilty to grand
larceny and was sent to the peniten-
tiary for one year. Andrew Mnuford
was fined $25 for gaming. Thomas
Arnold, c)I.. charged with being an
accessory after the fact to the murder
of John Cannon did not appear when
his case was called for trial, and his
bond, $50, was declared forfeited.
"I had long suffered from indiges
tion," writes G. A. LeDeis. Cedar City,
Mo. "Like others I tried many prepa-
rations but never found anything that
did me good until I took Kedol Dyspep-
lie Ours. One bottle cored me. A
friend who had suffered similarly I put
on the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Core. He
is gaining fast and will soon be able to
work. Before he used Kodol Dyepep-
sta Cure indigestion had made him a
wreck." R. 0. Hardwick.
Front Tuesday's catty.
Miss Florence R. McCall and Mr.
Robs. Parks were married in the Third
Baptist church at Owensboro at ex
o'clock Monday evening. The ceremo-
ny was performed by the bride's father,
the Rev. T. S. McCall, formerly presi-
dent of Bethel Female college, assisted
by the Rev. P. T. Hale, pastor of the
Third Baptist church.
Miss Llaude Oansler, of this city, was
one of the bridemaids.
Prof. and Mrs. McCall! kept open
house to their friends on Monday. and
last evening served luncheon to the
bridal party. The bride has many
friends here She is an accomplished
and lovable young woman. Mr. Parks'
home is in Chicago where be is connect-
ed with the Standard oil compsoy.
Mr R P. Smith and Miss M. Tennis
Hares will be joined in matrimony to-
morrow afternoon at the borne of the
pretty bride near Kennedy. The groom
is a citizen of Clarksville. Tens , being
assistant postmaster of that city. Rev.
0. W. Ransom, of the Methodist church,
will o.firlate
Mr. Charles N. Barnes, formerly of
Oalifornia, and Miss Johnnie Peden, a
popular young lady of the Fairview
neighborhood, were united in the holy
bonds of wedlock at ten O'clock this
morning at the briie's home Only
their families were present.
Mr Luther Hamby and Mies Thum
Oantrill, both of the Castleberry vicini-
ty, were married Sunday by 'Squire B.
F. Fuller.
Lewis Ockerman Goshen, Ind "De
Wilt's Little Early Risers never bend
me double like other pine, but do Shed
work thoroughly and make me feel like
a boy." Certain, thorough, gentle. R 0
Hard wick
WHILE FIRING TOBACCO.
Al Elgin's large Wham° barn, situated
east of this city, together with all its
oonteots, was destroyed by fire Satur-
day night. The were fifteen acres of
tobacco in the barn, and much grain.
The fire originated from sparks while
firing tobacco. Loss, $1,700, no 'near-
ROOS.
Do you "offer from piles? It so do not
turn to surgery for relief. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Sties will act more quickly,
surely and safely,saving you the expense
and danger of an operation. R. O.
Hardwick.
MR. WILEY BETTER.
Mr Will Wiley, who has been ill of
typhoid fever for eight weeks at Smith's
Grove, where be had gone to join his
wife who was visiting her parents, is
much improved and is able to sit op.
CANDID4TES
ON STUMP
Week Devoted To Canvass
Of North Christian.
Prospects For Success Of
Ticket Grow Brighter
Daily.
The Demccratic Fusion cendidates
are thoroughly canvassing North Chris-
tian tins week and 'Dry have spoken in
a number of voting precincts.
The election is causing more interest
than for many yeare, and indica-
tions are pointing to the defeat of the
entire Republican ticket.
It generally has been a walkover for
the Courthouse Ring who have held
the cftbes °Mini:lona/7 for ten years
l and some of them bat grown rich i ffthe public treasury. , his year °audit-
ions have changed. There has been a
revolt of great proportions among the
Republicans and there are good lessons
to believe that hundreds who never be
fore failed to cast their votes for the
Republicans will support the Democrat-
ic fusion ticket oh is composed .ot
some of the most popular, honoreble and
intelligent men in the ocuoty.
The disaffection in the Republican
ranks which resulted in a fusion of in-
dependent members of the oarty grew
out of the Republican primtry election
on February 9th of this year. Such a
carnival of bribery and corruption nev-
er before disgraced the county. There
were two or more candidates for nearly
all the offloes and the Ring with amaz-
ing boldnem bought their nominations,
paying as high as $1' for votes
The bribery was so open and insolent
that a sentiment sprang up among the
better element of Republicans, both
white and black, that the Ring deserv-
ed a rebuke and this feeling was crys-
talized into the Demwratic Fusion tick.
et. The Ring candidates who are seek-
ing to perpetuate themselves in (Moe
ham, it has been estimated, drawn from
the county in salaries from $100,000 to
$112,000
One especially noteworthy feature of
the election is the great number of col-
ored citizens who have renounced alleg-
iance to the Republicans and allied
themeelves to the reform ticket. Fos.
Ion clubs are being formed over the
county among the colored people and
they are giving enthusiastic support to
the ticket, notwithstanding that within
a week a squad of Ring candidates at-
tempted to break up two fusion meet-
ing'.
Kodol Dyspepsia Ours is not a mere
stimulant to tired nature. It affords
the stomach complete and absolute rest
by digesting the food you eat. You
don't have to diet but can enjoy all the
good food you want. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure instantly relieves that distressing
feeling after eating, giving you DOW
life and vigor. R U. Hardwick.
Mourning Period Ends.
WASHINGTON Oct 15.—Thethirty
days period of mourning prescribed by
President Roosevelt in respect to the
late President McKinley, (ewes today.
The flags on all the government build-
loge, which have been half-masted since
the fourteenth of list month, were dis-
played again at full mast, beginning to
day.
However, the diplomatic and consular
offices of the United States, as well as
the Ono's of the state department, will
continue the usual symbols of public
mourning for thli t I days longer.
Mothers everywhete praise One Minute
Cough Oure for the sufferings it has
relieved and Shelly's of their little ones
it has saved. Strikes at the root of the
trouble and draws out the inflammation.
The children's favorite Cough Ours. R.
0. Elardwiok.
BICYCLE ROAlf RACE.
Much Interest Is Being Manifested la
The Wheeling Event.
The bicycle road race for the Colom-
bia loving cup offered by E. M. Moss &
Co.. will take place next Tuesday after-
noon, Oct 22nd at four o'clock. No
one is eligible to enter this race unless
de owns a Columbia or Hartford wheel
an I is a resident of Christian county.
The start will be on Virginia street
near where the tollgate was and will be
two and a half miles out and return
making a total distance of five miles.
Two prizes will be offered—First. the
Colombia loving cup; mooed, one set of
boxing gloves.
There will be another race of one and
a half mile" and return, open to all
Christian county riders no matter What
make wheel they ride. This race will
take place immediately after the five-
mile race. Prises as follows : First. a
high grade punching bag; second, a
regulation football.
Everyone is invited to see these
Mime, and all riders who can do so are
urged to enter, as there will be no fav-
oritism shown.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers never
disappoint. They are eafe,pronspt, gentle
effective in removing all impurities from
from the liver and bowels. Small and
easy to take. N ever gripe or distress. R
0. Hradwick,
VICTIM OF
PARALYSIS CHING, NASHVILLE.MARRIED IN
I Burning Sealy
John W. Carter Passed' H
Away Tuesday.
Highly Respected And
influential Citizen Of
South Christian
Mr John W Carter died shortly be-
lute noon Tuesday at his farm near
Osk (40er, in Month Oh4istian. The
end, theu,th It o..tt es great sorrow
among all who kuew him, was not on
expected. Lime Thereat -y morning
about eight o'clock Mr Curter was
at.icken with paralysis while in his
granary, and since that time his condit-
ion had been critical.
The deceased was ti ty two years of
age and a son of the I it.- John M Car-
ter, a prominent and wealthy citizen
and a native of Virginia who came to
Kentucky in 1841 from Mootgotnery
county, Tenn ,where he had located in
1819 Mr.Oarter was born and his early
life was spent at "Jedar Gr.v." farm
In the Elmo vicinity. He'was thorough-
ly successful as a planter and besides
conducting • large farm, was senior
member of the grocery firm of Carter,
Lockeet & S nerborougb, of Clarksville.
About three year. ago be purchased a
residence in Clarksville and spent the
winters there. His widow, who was
Mies Jennie Holloway, survives bim.
He leaves four sisters, Mesdames R
S. Chilton, Wesley Carnet!, H T.
Moore and Miss Genie Carter, and two
brothers, Claude, who resides near Oat
Grove, and Henry, in Texas
Tire BURGLAR
AT BROWN'S
By Edward B. Clark.
The alarm bell rang denoting the
present* of burglars at Brown &
Eight detectives went there and found
the doors locked. The interior was in
plain view. Seven men watched while
the eighth man jumped into a hack and
was driven posthaste to the hotel re-
aidence of Brown & Co.'s western man-
ager, who had been transferred recent
ly to Chicago from the east. The man-
ager was out, and no one in the hotel
knew of his whereabouts. The detec-
tive left a message asking the manager
to go at once to the store on his return.
Then the officer went to the telephone
and called up the submauager of
Brown & Co. The submanager was In,
and said he would make for the store
as fast as a cab could take him.
The eubmanager felt, a heavy re-
sponsibility, and he knew that it
wouldn't do to take any chances on the
thing. So he gave the cabman an ex-
tra dollar to get him there quick. The
submauager had been superseded by
the manager from the east only a few
days before.
The subuianager reached the store.
Taking out his bunch of keys, he let
the watching detectives into the great
silver treasure house. They searched
the place from basement to roof, but
neer a burglar did they get. There
wasn't a trace of a thief. Everything
was intact, and the submanager and
the detectives agreed that it was a case
of false alarm. Then the sub went
home, and the officers went back to bad
cigars and penuchle.
Half an hour passed. The eight men
In the 'quadroons were watching the
clock. In fifteen minutes they would be
relieved. There was a click, followed
by the tattoo of a bell hammer. It was
another burglar alarm from Brown &
Co. This time the detectives put on
their coats leisurely, walked out the
door and went down the stairs with
half laggard steps. They climbed into
the carriage and told the drivers to
go to Brown's again, but not to kill the
horses on the way. Arrived there, they
tumbled out hastily, for the front door
was ajar, and inside they PAW a man
standing near the safe. The officers
pushed their way in, and the man ad-
vanced to meet them. Ile wore a frock
coat and a silk bat. He met the de-
tectives half way to the door, and then,
without further introduction, he said:
"I'm the new manager of this place. I
got your message at the hotel, and I
came over here too late to find you fel-
lows, if you have ever been here at all.
I just now pulled the burglar alarm
myself to ace if you Chicago sleuths
have any life in you. I find you haven't.
Youere a worthless, good for nothing
lot. It's taken you five minutes to an-
swer my call. I'll see to it that your
agency loses this job tomorrow, and
I'll tell your manager that his loss of
the place Is due to your laziness and
you'll all lose your jobs too. You're a
lot of incompetents. You call your-
selves detectives. Bah! You're a lot
of dubs. Now get out of here and let
me lock up.-
A flush of anger came Into the face
Of f officer as he listened to the
tirade. Suddenly the rehrmoot one of
the group pushed his way through and
laid a heavy band on the "boulder of
the man who had just heaped abuse
upon then. "You're a pretty good bluff-
er, Slinky." sand the detective, "but I
knew you the minute I laid eyes on
your evil fr.ce. You can put on a plug
hat and swell clothes all you want, but
I can tell that sneaky look of yours
anywhere. It's pretty near fifteen
years since I gent you to Joliet last, but
it'll be less than a month before you go
again. come along now," and he start-
ed to pull the man who was found in
the store toward the door.
The victim drew back with a face
like a thundercloud. "How dare you!"
he said. "I'm the new manager of
Brown & Co. Ilere's my card Here
are my keys and letters addressed to
mr. How dare you call me Slinky."
"06, that's all right, Slinky," said the
detective. "I've just said you're a good
bluffer. Keys! Cards! What are they
to. get for a man of your genius?; Come
now, Slinky, no row. Grab hold of him
on the other side, Bill."
Between the two burly detectives the;
victim was led to one of the waltinq
carriages, expostulating and entreating
all the way. "I tell you I'm the man-
ager of this place. Take me to the
house of the submanager. Mr. Barton;
he'll identify me." Into the carriage
the prisoner was hauled. The detec-
tive who had dubbed him Slinky whis-
pered something to the driver and the
carriage went north across the river.
"Say, Slinky, what job have you been
doing recently/ I haven't beard from
you since you came out of the pen.
Hang on to him, BM, there; Slinky's a
slippery cuss, and perhaps we'd better
put bracelets on him." And the detec-
tive dangled a pair of handcuffs before
the victim's eyes. The prisoner squirm-
ed and nearly burst into tears. Then
he fumed again. Just then the car-
riage drew up in front of a North State
street residence. "Call Mr. Barton out,
Bill; I'll tend to Slinky all right."
Mr. Barton descended the steps in
Bill'. wake, and looked into the cap-
ring.'. ills eyes fell on the crumpled
figure within. "Great Scot:" he said.
"It's Mr. Med(iler, our manager."
There was a gleam in the eyes of
both detective's. They apologized pro-
fusely, but rapidly, and then leaving
111(. manager on th.- ctirh whirled a why
Iii the carriage.
"1)14 I know him," said the biggeet
detective to Bill. his partner--"knovr
him? Of courae I knew him. That
New York swell nifty call Chicago de-
tectives slow, buts I guess he'll admit
we got even with him for the cussing
he gave us."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Complete External and
Intenal Treatment
flora
TttE SET, consisting of CUTICURA
SOAP, to cleanse the skin of crusts
and scales, and soften the thickened
cuticle, CUTICURA OINTMENT, to
instantly allay itching, irritation,
and infhirnmation, and soothe and
heal, and CUTICURA RESOLVENT,
to cool and cleanse the blood, and
expel humour germs. A SINGLE
SET is often sufficient to cure the
most torturing, disfiguring skin,
scalp, and blood humours, rashes,
itchings, and irritations, with loss
of hair, when the best physicians,
and all other remedies fail.
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
USA CtITICUltA SOAP, assisted by CUTICC HA
OINTODOCT, the great skin cure, for preserv-
ing, purifying, and beautifying the skin, for
cleansing the scalp of mots, wale., and dan-
druff, and the stopping of tailing hair, for
fte plug, whitening and soothing red, rough,
and sore hands, for baby rashes, 'Whinge,
and clutfbqrs, and for all the purposes of the
toilet, bath, sad nursery. Millions of Women
use COTICURA SOAP in the fm-in of baths for
annoying irritations, Inflammations, and ex.
corn/none, or too free or offensive perspir-
ation, in the form of wanlics for ulrerrithe
Weaknesses, awl for many sanatl ve, antiseptic
purposea which readily suggest themselves
I.' women, and especially mothers. Nu
amount of per.usieloa can leder. Moog who
have mire used It to use any other, especially
for preserving and purifying the skin, scalp,
and hair of infants children. f o
Suite romIlines in Oh g soar at ONE It-11,
the iimir skin anil complexion soap, and the
has r toilet, bath, sod baby soap In the world.
thomzetio the Twill. Artask fl.nnS r Paw-
paw., • &q.t. W-Ileketemistom. sq., Les. Torras
Dice ass Una. Coesk.Mis Ihnew
MURDEROUS
ASSAULT
On a Christian County
Grand Juryman.
Waylaid On Road A nd
Struck With a
Stone.
Thomas E. Booker, a metub-r of the
Christie° county grand jury who lives
in the neighborhocd of Beverly, was
waylaid Monday night as he was re-
turning home shortly after dark.
As he was driving along the public
road in a surrey some one threw a stone
from the roadside and struck him on the
head.
He was knocked almost senseless and
only remembers thet his horse quick-
ened his speed and the man gave pur-
suit for some distance.
Before the horse reached his home, a
quarter of a mile distant, Mr. Booker
loot consciousness and did not recover
for three hours after being taken from
his vehiole. He was kept from falling
out by the curtain on one side.
His injuries are DOI serious and he is
able to be in the grand jury room. No
motive is known except that the grand
jury has been making it hot for law-
breakers.
IN PECULIAR MANNER
--
Beverly Youth Loses Three Of Iii.
Fingers.
Tom Steger, a boy thirteen years of
age, son of J T. Steger, of Beverly, lost
three fingers of his right hand in a very
unusual accident. His father was split-
ting a piece of timber with an ax, and
let the implement slip from his hands as
he raised it over his head. The boy
was fifteen feet behind his fatter with
his band resting on a log. The ax flew
through the air and eruck the boy's
hand, severing the fingers.
:um
OLIVE
Do You
Like Them?
If you do try
some of those
Mammoth
Queen's
at BURCH'S
CASH GRO-
CERY
Only 35c
per Pint.
Medium Queen
25c per Pint.
Burch's
CASH...
GROCERY,
PHONE 271,
No. 13 Main street.
Dr. Medley And Miss Ba-
ker United.
Their Friends Surprised--
Another Wedding In
Tennessee City.
From Wednesday's daily,
Dr. G. IC Medley, of Beverly, and
Mims Ors Baker, of Julian, were joined
in matrimony this morning. The news
of their union will be teceived with Sur-
prise and great pleasure by their many
friends.
The ceremony took place in the parlor
of the Maxwell House and was witness-
ed by only Mrs. Baker, the bride's moth-
er, Misr Berta Baker. her sister, MI8,4
Mary Nanoe andMr Lewis Weetern,who
accompanied the couple to Nashville.
Dr. Medley and his bride had been
engaged for some time and the date of
the nuptials had been set for Vie letter
part of November, but in the lass coy
or two they had decid-d to marry at
once and go to 1301112VtilP, where they
will spend the greater part of this win-
ter
The groom is a genial and intelligent
gentleman of wide popularity. Be was
formerly located in this city, where he
praticrd dentistry. He is the originator
of several Important inventions, includ-
ing the Meoley reel, wbich pay him
large sums iu royalties His bride is a
pretty and highly accomplished yc.ung
lady, whose lovable disposition has en-
deared her to all scqustutancee,
Mr. Oscar Beasley, a young banker of
Auburn, Ill., and Mite Eva Miller, one
of Madison•ille's faucet danghtets.were
married yesterday at Nashville, Tenn
They are were accompanied by J Percy
Miller, brother of the b-ide, and Mrs
John T. Waller, of Hopkinsvil e. After
the wedding the happy couple left for
an extended Grids' tour to Boffah and
points in Canada
W T. Wemon,libollionville, Va., drug-
gist, write.: -Your One Minute Oough
Aire gives perfect satiefacticm. My
customers say it bi tne beet remedy for
coughs,colde, throat and la-g troubles."
R 0 Hardwielt.
Cr AL.no C3 x.-Itx
Sears the 1'e P, ^a lop Have Aliw Bieglif
**manof
Shadoijim
Curtis
Have just received a
Barrely of N. 0. Open
Kettle hiolasues. Try it!
Cheese Straws,
Stolzenbach's
Zurisbock,
Drummer's
Lunch,
Waferettes,
Graham Wafers,
Oatmeat Crackers.
Daisy Oyster Cr'rs,
SHADOIPI
CURTIS
e4)33s,3344)34) %
Plush Lap Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Storm Covers, bit
Leggin& Etc. 4,*
We have a large stock of all
Winter- Goods
4if
in our line. We have a beau-
tiful line of
"Chases"
Fine and Medium Priced
Plush Robes,
$1.25 to $12,50. Some extra pretty
patterns; come before they are
picked over and get your
choice of patterns
F. A, YOST 81,0.,
Harness and Saddlery,
Migtereet.
****eeeie*fitia
WANT
NTI
100 Good, Fat
HORSES
and MULES!
From 4 to 8 years old, and will also buy
yearlings and two-year-old Mules.
WILL BE AT
Cooper
'
s Stable, HOPKIIETILLEY A
Saturday, Oct. 26th.
Bring in your stock and we will pay
you the highest market price
Respectfully,
A. L. PATRICh.
MINIENEEENNIEEMENEM
The Best Is The Cheapest!
And our long experience has enabled us
to determine which is the best.
The Best Grain Drills
ftg Are The
EMPIRE and
si.P3
There is scarcely a good farmer in this c _flinty
that has not owned one or the other.
They both have either hoes or discs and are
made with or without Fertilizer at-
tachment. Complete line of repairs for same.
the SUPERIOR.
In Fertilizers we Handle
Armour, Homestead
89 Ox Brand and Eagle.
Sm
Get your order in in time. Shipments will
be ordered in very soon now.
THE SHERWIII•WILUAMS CC.
MAKE
PAINT
FOR
News,
Bares,
Floors,
Clipboards, Mhos,
Funky.,
Bata Tills,
Boggles,
Fara Tools, Etc.
A special paint for each pur-
pose, not one slap-dash mix-
ture for all.
au re! iuta tio
Not low priced, but highest grade at fair, honest prices. You know
o Wtrehasavyetuhsez are thebest paints we know of. You'llsy r so 
too after 
n. yo
SOLD BY
Rock
and
Barrel m
Salt for El
Sale
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Educational ork
Up For Discussion.
Interesting Addresses Be-
fore The Synod.
NUMEROUS REPORTS.
Advancement Of Colored
Race Is Considered.
MISSIONARY CAUSE.
rums Thursday's daily
The greater part of the first meamo of
the Kentuoky Synod today was consum-
ed in routine work Several brief ad-
d:mem of tannest %thrum were heard.
The next animal meeting of the synod
will be bald in Initngion in Ootober,
1902. and will be a °antenatal celebra-
te= of the work of the church in this
Inaba
Follow eg devotional exercises and tie
adoption Of the LUMIltee of the preoed-
tag meeting, interesting rep t rta on edu-
cational work ware received. The re-
port on the higher education of women
Intl Do dieenseed this afternoon. Rey.
Dr. D. 0. Lilly. of Ttiaaloms. A ' a , de-
livered an instraetive addrees on the
education of Ike negro and deocribed
noon waa a it irriag address by the Rev.
Dr. K. L Morrie. secretary ef Amembly
Bums Missions. Memorials in boner of
dead ministers of the synod Were read.
The meeting last light was portico-
Maly intereatiag, New in celebration of
be twentieth anniversary of the Ken.
tacky sysod's evaugeltral work, Which
lies attracted univIlMel attention and.
peels,.
The oommittee's report awl the ad-
drums 'hewed that the work is don.
tithing in every part of the state. espec-
ially in the mountain counties. Preach-
ers have beeo sent to communities des-
titute of goepel privilege,. scores (1
churches and 9012da7 fettool• have been
organised and many houses of worship
have been erected.
Short addresses on the sot j-ct of
evangelization were wade by the Rev.
J. A. Logan, the R-v S D. Boggs and
the Rev. Dr W. E. Oars. The princi-
pal address was delivered by the Rev.
( °hoagies R. Hemphill, D D LL D., on
"Oar twentieth Anniversary ' •
From Wednesday 'a daily.
A Hoer looking or mote intelligent
body of men than the Presbyterian
i brethren who are meeting in annualconvention never sosembled in this cityThey are here in large numbers from
every Of ction of tbe grace. Probably a
hundred ministers are present and there
is one lay delegate frem each church,
while many visitors have been attracted
5, the city by the meting Al durine
-4
•
•
ill4•;:f • 4:‘‘
V .
e
/bill-Sheet Presbyterian Church. Rey. W. L. Noire& D. D.. Paster
Where Sessions Of Synod Are Being Held.
lbssnetbods antkricalia of the Tuskee-
goeIndystrial and Normal School. He
was followed by Mr. John Little, of
bealeville, who told what was being
dims by the speed for the advancement
of mimed people is Kostudry. Rev
Dr. A. L MEW. of Neeleville, Teen.
She gaiety appointed Aesembly Seguin-
Modest of Saaday-sobool work, outlined
Ma policy and purposes of the assembly
this work.
This afternoon considerable time will
be devoted to the discussion of evange-
lical labor. The matter of changing
presbyterial boo ndaries will be adjusted.
The oemmitsee having this in charge
has reported in favor of taking Devisee
musty from the Louisville Presbytery
mad issolnallag IS is the llahlenLerg
Presbytery.
Tonight there will be a popular most-
tag ha the interest of foreign miestens.
lititkessee ill she siajimit will be deny
emg by Bev. U. O. Bell, Me well- know n
nefindatimiry who ruggedly returned from
Omen. Rev. J. H. MoNeilly, of Nash-
ville. mad ethers.
Jades Shackelford Miler has made a
Is. improorecon by his servioes as mod.
gratar. He is as accomplished parli-
smeseeriem and is memsling with dig-
nity and skill Yesterday he an-
mewed all the standing committees,
after with* the rtcords of synod and
presbytery and narratives of the presby-
tery were received and referred and sta-
tistical reports were flied. The report
of the dtreolors of the Lout:mills Pres-
bytoriais Theological Seminary was es-
timate% giving details of the 'tees
beading in the coneelhistiori of the edu-
cational inotituttoas of the Northers
and Southern Kentucky synods The
mateer of formally ratifying the seem-
ties if the faculty will be taken op
later, and a new board of directors will
be almeed.
The petheipal feature of the after-
yesterday and last evening they were
arriving on every train and were men
at the station by committees and assign-
ed to homes and during their stay in
the city they will be treated to all thai's
beet in the way of Hopkins-tine hospi-
Wilily.
Dc Sostbern Synod of Kentucky
coavesed at 7:33 o'clook last night in
the historic old Ninth-street Presbyte-
rian 'Web, and was opened with a
sortnony the retiring moderator, the
Rev. Y. B. Porter. of Louisville. There
was a great congregation present, every
pew in the large auditorium of the
church being filled. The discourse was
scholarly and eicquent, and the audi-
ence heard it with undivided attention
aai the deepest interest.
Following the sermon the t nod was
ommitillited with prayer, aftir which
members were enrolled, the churches of
nearly every presbytery in the state
being represented.
The election of officers was held with
the followino result.
Moderator, Judge Shsckleford Miller,
of Louisville.
Stated Olerk, Rev. L. H. Blanton, of
Danville.
Recording Clerk, Rev. L. 0. Spencer,
of Henderson.
Reading Olerk, Rev. J. 0. Ooldwell,
of llorganfield.
The program, arranged one year ago
at Campbellsville, embraced several top-
ics of the deepest interest to the denom-
ination and of great importance in min-
isterial work. Today standing oom-
miteme were announced, communioa-
lions received and reports read. One of
the important reports was that of the di-
rectors of the Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary in reference to
Ike consolidation of the educational in-
stitutions of the two Kentucky synods.
I
& powerful address on education was
delivered by Rev. Dr. Joseph bumpkin,
Humph* Tenn., educational secretary
of tie Assembly of the UnttatIF tees
plEINSINIEL 11 111TeS. 
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Irma Thursday's daily.
Dir. and Mrs. Joka Terrell, of Howell
sale in the city Mopping.
Mom Oarris. Eva and Maud Under- ,
wiled:
 et Fruit Hill, are in the oity to- I
de/
Mrs. Hawkins and daughter, of Rae-
snivel* are visiting friends in the city.
Mrs. Birdie West. of Fairview, was
In she city today.
rode Wednesday's daily.
Mee. Lienie Lewis returned yesterday
from • two weeks' vudt to relatives at
tooloo and Hopkinaville.-Elkton
Pangrees.
Be.. Austin Peay left this morning
for Ropkinstrille on business.. .. F. Gloy-
Hein we. in Replanning yeaseday.-
Olarkeellle Tbstes-Joarmil.
Mrs. K. Oehmt. if IS. Louis. is TIM-
OR?. B. Lowenstein.
Dr. B. L. bee returned from
a ten days visit
Moms. J. O. Cook, . • .ng, and
BMWs, Long left yesterday for Eiteather-
wood, Tana., to wend a week fishing
mad hal101og.
Kr. Merles it Jarrett went to Louis-
ville en Wetness last nignt
MONEY SAVERS
Are the new Overcoats at
Moeyon's. Your own pri-
COL
Night Was Her Terror
"1 rroalill mils Dearly all night toss,"
Wise Mst Ohm. Appirialo, Of Alex.
Is, lot , "sod mold lordly gel any
deo., I had arsompllos to body that
111 colloid a Mode I wool4 mop Milo.
NM bad I. Wail. has, whoa ail othor
soillorme 1.1111, Ibro• 11 bottles of Dr,
Wail Now DIseovery wholly cured me
Oil IS pomade " It's absolute-
', 
Lid to ogre Coughs, Oolds, La
and all Throes and
Pnteeiooaad$l. Trial
bell as Anderson & Pewter's. J.
L. L. Ilene and 0 K. Wyly
DISTILLERS PROTEST.
A number of distillers in the state
have protested against the valuation of
$10 a barrel placed on whisky by the
state board of valuation and amusement
POLITICAL HOGS
The murtbouse Ring at Hopkineville
has drawn from the taxpayers of Chris-
tian county in salaries over $111,000,
and are still wanting to be retained in
office. Once in, never out, if left to the
choice of the Ina.-Mayfield Messenger.
MONEY SAVERS
Are the New Overcoats
at Moayon's. Your own
price.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ton years time interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
soy one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
oipaL We issue fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, continuous, non
-forfeit-
able and Incontestable protection. It
absolutely-protects wherever the sun
wines. We also deal in bank stooks,
bonds and high grade investment is-
ourities.
W•LTIII P. Galin= tit CO
Insurance) and Financial Agent,
ditw wly
DIVORCED PERSONS
The house of deputies of the Episcopal
church, se a oomminee of the whole,
has passed a canon prohibiting the mar-
dap of tremens divoroed for oases@ not
arising previous to the former marriage
The result of the vote Will be reported
10 the home which may vote on rho
question today. The house of deputies
also adopted resolutions providing for a
joint commission from both the bons*
of deputies and the house of bishops to
sonsider roletiose between labor and
impttal.
RUMORED FINLEY
HAS DISAPPEARED
And That Youtsey Will
Give Evidence.
rliSS'BROCK ON STAND.
Denies She Was Caleb
Powers Affianced Wife,
STRONG TESTVIONY. I
(Special to New Kra.)
ONORORTOWN. Ott. 17 -It is
ported today that Finley A octoroon
disappeared and will not testify in the
Caleb Power's trial, but that Henry
Youtsey will be introduced by the pros-
ecution. Arthur Goebel denies this re-
port. Miss Brock who gave damaging
tertimony today against Powers denied
on the stand that she was his fiancee.
Several witnesses were introduced to-
day, but little new in the way of evi-
dence was adduced.
Graham Vreeland described .'the
crowd from the mountains," and told of
a meeting in the agricultural at which
it was proposed that they "they go to
the Capitol Hotel and get Goebel, the
re-
has
H. K. Watkins, oaptain of the milita-
ry company in Williamburg, Whitley
county, said John L Pow-rs told him
there were men in Frankfort who could
give the governor an remise to call out
the militia Powers wanted him to take
lie company to Frankfort. Hemmen:10o
ol that the men take the rgun•, but not
sear their uniform.. Watkins said be
refused to go.
' John A. Black, a bank,r at Barbour-
ville, testified that he advised Caleb
Powers against taking mountain men to
Frankfort tie went to a omferenee
between ()bane. Finley, Caleb and J .ho
Powers, Wharton ()olden and others,
but left when they decided to take the
mountain men to the capital. Oapt J,
I'. Hawn, of tne Barbourville military
oompatry, said Caleb and John Powers
wanted him to take bis soldiers to Frank-
fort. lie told Powers his eytopethiee
were with the other side.
Miss Ellen Smith, of Barbourville.
testified that John L Powers said he
wouId be willing to kill Goebel himself
if the contest were decided in (inbel's
favor. The defense objected, alleging
that Mies Smith's testimony had been
written out for her by Thomas Orom-
well, and that she had memorized it.
The court overruled the objection.
Representative Luke Hampton. of
Knox and ,Whitley counties, testified
that Taylor told him that the :forty-two
Republicans in the house of repreeents-
Oves should demand their rights. Tay-
lor said he could cot call out the militia
until something was done.
Ike Hopkins, of Bell county, a new
witness for the oommonwealtb, swore
tbat he asked Wharton Gclien on the
day prior to the *heeling of Goebel,
when he could go home from Frankfort.
"You wait," said Golden, "Goebel will
be killed today"
He also said he heard Henry I outsey
say, "Goebel is going to be killed, and
this man," pointing to Dick Combs.
"will do the work. I've given him $100
and twenty-five others have given him
the same amount."
Hopkins also testified to conversations
with Powers. Golden, Youthey and
"Tallow Dick"Oombe about what would
happen to Goebel. On cross-examica-
lion be admitted that he bad been in-
dicted twice for:shooting men. He is a
deputy sheriff.
Harry G. Tandy, first assistant seer.
tary St state, produced the executive
remind showing that on March 10th., W.
8. Taylor, as governor, Issued pardons
to Oaleb Powers, John L. Powers, W.
H. Colton, John W. Davis and Charles
Finley, indicted for Goebel's murder.
The remon given on the record was that
the courts as constituted would not
grant them fair trials.
R H. 8.r-yman testified that he was
asked to point out Goebel in the senate
chamber. Goebel was not there and
the men said 1
"Well, we will have to go to the Cap-
itol Hotel after him "
John W. Alford, a new witness, testi-
fied that two hours before Goebel was
shot W. H. Chilton came into the mill-
°littoral building and end he wanted
fifteen men with side arms to go with
him to the executive building.
Sergt. John L. Rickette read a letter
from John L. Powers telling him to
bring hie men to Barbourville "ready to
leave." The letter instructed pito to
bring guns and to tell the men not to
pay where they were going.
(Special to New Era.)
GEORGETOWN. KY., Oct. 11l.-
Owing to continued threats against the
life of Judge James E. Cantrill, steps
will be taken to provide a guard for
him. A cot has been placed in the
000xtroons for him to rest on during re-
cess, as he is very feeble.
Several witnesses testified for the
commonwealth in the Powers case Ibis
morning bat **thief new Wee brought
This afternoon Ike Hopkins, of Bell
county, testified he had heard Caleb
Powers say Goebel would be killed, and
Youths), had told him Tallow Dick
Combs was paid to do it and would kill
Goebel. He also implicated W. S
Taylor and Wharton Golden who, he
said, heard plans for (4oebel's assassina-
tion discussed in Taylor's office,.
Ool. Jack Ohinn, who was. with Goe-
bel when he was shot, was called to the
stand after Ool. Bennett H. Young had
testified. He gave a dramatic recital
of the shooting. Col. Ohion stated that
he started to draw his pistol after the
second vollsy of sh0111 was fired, and
that Goebel tried SO gee his revolver
from Ida poolisi as he fall wounded to
the groan& Spit Litiard, who also sc•
oompenied Umbel on the morning of
the shooting, was seal lotro(leoed, and
his testimony WU much the tame It
that of Oel. Chinn.
Ed Steffey then told of having seen a
gun barrel protruding from one of the
window.% the office of the secretary
of stale just before Goebel fell. On
Orms-examinatiou Steffey said he did
not know whether the rifle barrel was
pointing from Powers' ale" W the gen-
eral reception room between his office
and the governor's office
Court took a recess until 7 o'oleolt.
Prof 0. E. Stevenson, of Barbourville,
at the evening session, Sold of a letter
he claims to have received from pow-
ers, and since lost or burned, is which
Powers said "We are honestly elected.
They have it in for me because I know
more than any one Mee, and sin reopen
sible for the disorganisation of the
Democratic party. I am an open adve-
nts of war."
Court adjourned at 9 .4'J p m, until
today.
rioN EY SAVERS
Are the New Overcoats
at Moayon's. Your own
price.
AUSPICIOUS
NUPTIALS.
Dr. Tandy And Miss Long
Are Wedded.
Beautiful Ceremony At
The Bride's Home.--
Smith-Harris.
ir.10M Thursday's (tatty.
The marriage of Dr Charles Henry
randy and &fits Eleorietta Long ea as
solemnized last evening. The union
was the 3onsummation of a happy court-
ship and the blending of the lives and
destinies of two of the most popular
young people in the (•Ity.
The ceremony took plsce at the rt si-
deuce of the bride's parents on South
Virginia street The eutire house bad
been beautifully deoorated, and the per
lor in which the nuptial rite* were per-
formed was especially lovely Only the
families and relatives and a limited
number of friends were present.
Promptly at 3o o'clock Am a prelude to
the entrance of the happy couple, Miss
Nell Donaldson sang "How Oan I Help
Loring Thee," with the accompaniment
by Miss Kate Follansby and violin obli-
gate by Miss Florenoe Egin Poor
pretty children, Mines Katherine Long,
Nell Tandy, Agnes Flack and Addle
Green, entered the parlor bearing rib-
bons which were held to form a path
between the guests for the bridal couple.
Mies Nannie Long, attired in pink Paris
muslin and carrying bridesmaids roses,
preceded Dr. Tandy and Miss Long,
who, to the strains of Mendelalsonns
wedding march, approached a Monti
bower in a owner of the room where
they were met by the offi3iating clergy-
man, the Rev. Harry D. Smith, pastor
of the Christian church. The bride's
gown was white Paris muslin and
chiffon, with bridees •te1. She carried
a bouquet of bride's roses. The groom
wore the conventional evening clothes.
After an earnest invocation Rev. Mr.
Smith impressively pronounced the sa-
orbd service. The couple stood under a
canopy of Southern smilax, to which a
bell of large white chrysanthemums
was pendeot. The couple, after the
rites, were made the iescipients of cor-
dial good wishes and congratulations.
While Dr. scd Nis. Tartly mad
preparations for their journey, the
guests were served a delicious collation
in the dining room, the color scheme
being of pink and white, the club colors
of the As You Like It °lab of which
the bride is • member. The table was
decorated with bridesmaids roses and
hearts of smilax. The ices were heart
shaped, in pink and twinge.
Dr. Tandy and his bride left at 9:46
for Washington and other &Weill
points. The going-away gown was of
black cloth There has seldom been a
marriage in Hopkinsville in which so-
dirty was as greatly interested. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. George 0.
Long, president of the First National
Bank, and is one of the brightest and
most gracious young "omen in the city.
whose wit and °barna* manner have
made her an universal favorite. She
is a strikingly handsome brunette of a
rare Southern type of beauty. The for-
tunate groom is a leading dentist and
successful business man, and in every
way worthy of his good fortune. Pro-
fessionally and moistly no one staude
higher in this region
SMIT,14141011S
An auspicuous wedding, uniting the
lives of two prominent young society
people, occurred this afternoon at Ken
nedy, Kr., when Miss Mary Tennessee
Harris and Mr. Roy Plummer Smith
were joined in the holy bonds of wed-
lock; The wedding took place quietly
at the home of the bride's mother. Mrs.
Mary 0. Harris, in the presence of only
the immediate families of the contract-
ing parties.
The bride wore her going away gown,
an elegant costume of .imported brown
cloth. The simple and impressive cere-
mony was performed by the Rev. Dr -
Ransom, of the Methodist church in
New Providence. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
have left for their honeymoon trip to
Asheville, N. 0 , where they will epend
several weeks, after which they will be
at home to their friends in this city
Clarksville society has been often grac-
ed by Miss Harris OD the Occasions of
her visits here, and is happy to welcome
her se a permanent, and an attractive
addition to its ranks. Mr. Smith, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Wilcox, is
well known here, where he has spent
his life from boyhood to manhood, hold-
leg the sincere esteem and respect of
every one. He holds the responsible
position of assistant postmaster.
••••
MAYON'S OVERCOATS.
Are the best and cheapest
In Hopkinsville,
5A
In style, Mond quality
Moayon's overcoats will
delight. The prices are
right.
IN BRAIN. FOR ALLEN.lehronic UlcersBULLET PROBLEM
John Ford Killed By Robt. I Rural Routes' Establibh
Randolph. merit Lies With Him.
Slayer Claims Accident,
But Jury Returned Mur-
der Indictmtnt.
From Thursday's daily.
A tragedy occurred last night in the
dish room at the Phoenix Hotel, John
Ford, one of the colored wailer., being
shot and killed by Robert Randolph a
well known young negro.
Randolph fled • few minutes after
firing the fatal bullet and was arrested
four hours later as he was paying a
social call to a young woman of bill an-
qua:assoc.. He stoutly protested that
the killing was acc'dental. The auth-
orities view the affair in a different
light and regard the boy as a murderer
The cfficets have information to the
effect that Ford and Randolph had 110
altercation on Hayes street yestereay
afternoon about a girl. Last night both
were armed.
Shortly after seven o'olock Ford was
in the dish room cleaning table ware
with two or three other waiters. Ran-
icelph appeared at an open window, on
9th street, through which marketing is
received. He had a pistol in his band
which he pointed toward. Ford. Tbe
latter sprang to the side of the well and
called to the cook to order itsedolph
away. The 000k did so and closed the
window. In a few minutes Randolph
reappeared, poehed up the sash and
crawled through the window. He 'still
had the revolver in his hand. John
Hurt, the bead waiter, who was passing
through the room told the youth to quit
fooling with the weapon. "All right;
Ill take the bills out," the negro re-
plied. opening the cylinder and striking
the barrel against his hand Four cart-
ridges dropped out, but one rem led in
the 1)=01. He thrust the Ivor
Sward Pod who, hard at work,hati not
looked sround, and pulled the tr.gger
The lone ball entered the negro's neck
and, ranging upward, penetrated his
brain. He fell forward, his bards full
of spoons which he had been cleaning,
on the floor, gasped a few times and
was dead.
When Randolph saw the result of his
deed, he stood for a moment staring at
the body, then began crying in • loud
Voice, "0. LOH)! 0, Lordy !" He
pitched his pistol down the cellar steps
leading into the room and walked otti
into the back yard, holding his hands
above his head and uttering exclama-
tions of fear. A little later be walked
through the oorridor of the hotel and
out of the ladies' entrance, and ran
down Virginia street.
In the absence of the coroner, the in-
quest was coudueei by ()minty Judge
°smiler.
The verdict of the coroner's jury was
that Randolph had fired the pistol with
murderous Intent.
At eleven o'clont last night Chief of
Police Matthews and officers Cravens
and walker, after asearch of Randolph.'
haunts, foond him chatting with a
colored girl in a cabin on High street.
He offered no resistance to arrest and
told the °Mims that he had no inten-
tion of shooting Ford and had aimed
the pistol at him just for fun.
The grand jury this morning investi-
gated the owe and returned an indict-
ment against Randolph charging him
with willful murder.
MOAYON'S OVERCOATS
Are the best and cheapest
in tiopkinsville.
OLD FIDDLERS AT OWENSBORO.
The old fiddlers' contest drew a large
crowd to the Temple Theatre Tues-
day night. The contest was so
novel that there was general anxiety to
witness it. There were about twenty-
five old fiddlers in the contest, repre-
senting the counties of Hopkins, Mr's-
tiao, Muhlenberg and Daytime. • • •
The old tiddlers were a good looking
set of men and they flidlen aa though
they were each in dead earnest about
winning the prise.
The oontest was gotten up and man-
aged by W. F. Randle, of Hopkinsville,
and the proceeds, which are handsome,
will be devoted to purposes of charity
-0 wensboro Messenger.
['MAYON'S OVERCOATS
Are the best and cheapest
in Hopkinsville.
•
A TEXAS WONDER.
HALL'S ORIAT DISCOVERY.
One small bottle of Hall's Great Die-
oovery owes all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes.
seminal emissions, weak and lame backs,
rheumatism and,all irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women, regulates ',bladder troubles to
children. If not sold by your druggist
will be sent by mail on ireceipi of $1.
One mall bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole man-
ufacturer, P.O. Box 629, St. Louie, Mo.
Send for testimonials. Sold by all
druggists and T. D. Armistead.
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville. Ky., June 7, 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Sir: I have sold your Texas Wonder
(Hall's Great Discovery) for the past
three years and from experience I can
say I have never sold any kidney and
bladder remedy of superior merits.
Most Respectfully,
THOMAS D. ARMISTEAD.
DEATH OF JOHN C. ARMISTEAD.
Mr John 0. Armistead, a prominett
lawyer of Petersburg, Vs , who had
been under medical treatment in Balti-
more for some months, died Monday,
October 14, al 1899 EOM Plane, from
Bright's disease.
Mr Armistead was born at Peters.
burg sisty.slz years ago, and for forty
Pim was clerk of ono of the mutts
there. For years he was influential in
panties. He was.. Hums. He married
Mae Mary L. Kean, daughter of the
late Rev. Dr Thou H. Keen, of this
city, who survives him.
The funeral and interment took place
it eeterebarff, VS on the 16111.
Complication Arises
Proposed Discontinua-
tion Of PostuffIces.
Whether the proposed new rural mail
delivery routes from Hopkinsville shall
be established depends upon the reoons•
mendation of Oongressman Allen.
A communication has been received
from A W. Machen,general superinten
dent of the free delivery service, to the
effect that the further, xteut it,, of the
servioe to Christian county bad been
held up by the failure of Mr. Allen to
amour in the recommendation of Spec-
ial Agent Rising that curtain ponoffioes
In the county be discontinued. Supt
Paschen states definitely that the routes
will not be established until the matter
is adjusted and that the pootoftioes must
go if the rural mail service is put in op-
eration.
Mr. Rising has reoomnseudecl the dis-
continuance of the offices at Chore"
Hill, Beverly ,Oaledonia and the Square.
Many citizens of those communities had
written Mr. Allen prottatiog that the
abolition of the offices would work a
hardship on them and many oilier. whi
would not be on the three line of tb#
new system. Th.) result was that Mr.
Allen declined to recommend the di-
continuance of the (feces. New he is
000fronted with a very perplexing rob
slew, fora great many people athexamid
togly anxious for the routes to be °stab
lisbed.
The communiestien from Mr NI obey
is in line with the notice lathed by the
department that rat-el fr delivery wU
be established OD the route" recommend•
ad by the inspectors, or not at all. A
Washington despatch to the Courier
Journal says:
"Owing to the friction exit-Dg be-
tween members of congress and fourth.
tiling Sores
That Breed and
Foster the Germs
of Cancer-
Plague Spots the
Outgrowth of DI..:
eased Blood, and
a Constant Drain
upon the System.
0 vc r An old sore or ulcer is not only a source of great bodily discomfort and pain, but theconstant care, worry and anxiety over one of these malignant festering places produces anunhealthy state of the nervous system and the patient becomes morbidly sensitive, miserableand gloomy. No one could be otherwise when flaunted by the presence of an inflamed, angry-looking sore, with &continual discharge, carrying with it the life fluids, thus robbing the bodyof strength and vitality. _ An eating, lingering ulcer naturally fills the sufferer with fearwhile noting the daily growth of the sore, from which there is a slow but perpetual dischargeof yellow or greenish watery matter, and feeling the dull, throbbing or sharp shooting painsas the poison penetrates the tender tissues and reaches the bone.All slow-healing, stubborn sores are dangerous. The same germ
-producing, cancer-tainted blood is back of every sore or ulcer, large or small, that does not promptly and perma-nently heal; the little blister upon the ilip or tongue, the warty growth or mole upon the cheekand other parts of the body,
and the almost imperceptible
tumor qt lump upon the breast,
as often result in Cancer as the
deeperand more frightful-look-ing ulcers. They feed upon
the same morbid and destruc-
tive. materials that are gener-
ated within the blood, and
inframmation and destruction
of tints will continue just so
long as his impure matter is
carried through the circulation
to these old sores and ulcem.Washes, salves, nor anything else applied directly to the sore can do any permanent good;neither does the use of the knife or flesh destroying plaster cure, for local canses have nothingto do with these germ-breeding plague spots. You might cut out every particle of the diseasedflesh and scrape the bone, but another sore would come. The germs or poison in the blood mustbe destroyed, the stream of sluggish, polluted blood purified and made strong before the heal-ing process begins and the sore or ulcer can get well. S. S. S. is the only remedy known thatcan and does accomplish this. It cleanses and purifies the circulation, and when new, rich bloodis carried through the little veins and arteries to the sore, it brings about a healthy healingaround the edges, and a permanent and thorough cure is soon effected. S. S. S. not onlyexpels all impurities, but works a complete and radicalchange in the entire system by.stimulating inactive organs,toning up the nerves, increasing the appetite, and aidingthe digestion and assimilation of food, thus building up theweak and wasted constitution. S. S. S. is strictly an,L.entirely a vegetable medicine, and no bad effects followits use, and for this reason it is better than Mercury andPotash or other minerals, which not only nun the stomach, but often produce most stubbornand offensive sores themselves.
Prompt treatment should be i4 a sore or ulcer, no matter bow small it may be,whether external or internal, for what you think a simple sore, may, in reality, be an unde-veloped Cancer. Our physicians will gladly advise all whd need their services, and those whowrite us will receive valuable suggestions regarding the treatment of their case free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.class postmasters over the establish-
ment of rural free delivery routes and
the necessary discontinuance of sniab
penalties, it bar been decided 11- the
department that hereafter membere will
hays to accept the route as reported by
the department Or continue with th•
present mail facilities. It fee quently
occurs that members will file applica-
tions for the establishment of rural free
delivery service and when the depart.
went inspectors report favorably, the
member otjects to discontinuing small
postoffices which are rendered useless
by the new @ernes. Objection is a'-
ways made by the postmaster, whose
salary is generally less than $100 a year,
and in turn the member complains to
Ike department.
"It is stated at the department that
several routes in the State of Kentucky
are now held up and the people denied
a modern service simply ;amuse there
Is a controversy over small postaloes.
The rule of the department will leave it
with the member of Congress to say
whether the fourth class Postmasters or
the several hundred applicant. for the
service are to receive consideration
POLITICAL
SITUATION.
(Special to New Kral
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oot. 17,-Besides
electing a United States senator, two
prim= _oomosieeloners .and a state le
erarian, the next Kentucky legislature
will be requlred to redistrict the state
into congressional, judicial and legisla-
tive districts, hence every politician in
the state is vitally intereakd in the po
litical complexion of the legislative
body which is lobe el. °tad on Novem-
ber 6.
The hottest fight will likely result
over the circuit judge districts, as the
ocresse in litigation wijl probably de-
mand one or two new districts, while
nearly all the old judges are at lions to
nave the present dI.tricls remain Intact
to insure re-election. The Republicans
have claimed that the legislative dis-
tricts are not equally divided, and that
a gerrymander is contemplated by the
Democrats Therefore, they are des-
perately anxious to oontecl one branch
of the next legislature in older to pre-
vent a plan of redistricting that might
not be favorable to Republican success
Is is conceded that the bows of rep-
resentatives will be Democratic by from
26 to 40 meirenty, while on the other
hand it is a fact that the Clematis will be
very close.
There are 19 hold over senators, auu
of this number 7 are Democrats, 11 Re-
publicans and one (Senator Harrell has
at times voted with both parties, and
cannot certainly be claimed by either.
Of the 1906w Senators to be elected II
Democrats live in Democratic districts
and are certain of election.
This will give the Democrats lb sena-
tors, or two less than a majority; but
they are reatoubly sure of electing
their candidates in the Fourth,
Eighteenth, Thirty-second, Thirty -
sixth and Thirty-eighth districts. In
other words there are Ave districts that
may be classed as doubtful, and the Re-
publicans moat win in every one of
these districts to secure a majority,
while the Democrats have to win in on-ly two districts to control the senate.
A Fireman's Close Call
"1 slut to my engine although every
joint ached and every nerve was racked
with pain," writes 0. ,W. Bellamy. a
locomotive fireman of Burlington,lowa
"I was weak and pale, without any ap-
petite and all run down. As I was about
to give up I got a bottle of Electric Bit-
ters and, after taking it. I felt as well as
I ever did in my life " Weak, sickly
run down people always gain new life,
strength and vigor from their use. Try
them. Satisfaction guaranteed by O.K.
Wyly, J. U. Oook, L. L. Elgin and Au.
Orson & Fowler. Pries fido,
INFANT'S DEATH,
From Thursday s daily
Th infant daughter of Mr Emmett
A. K er, of Pas Dee, died yesterday
afternoon of throat trouble Burial
services took place at Pee Dee church 
Ithis afternoon
About a year IWO I wrote the MedifielDepartment of your company to anew.tam n whether or not your 8. 8. D. WOSId
cure Cancer, as my wife had one on herbresult, which three or four of the bestdoctors at Creston, Iowa, advised her tohare cut out or removed with a plaster.Upon receipt of your letter, I bought ayebottles and she commenced to take It,
and in less than eight months she was
cured. I did not write you until now be-
cause I wanted to see if the cancer wouldcome back again. There are no symp-toms or signs of a rotor* and I write isorder to let others know what a wonder-ful medicine your 3. 8. 8. is. My wife
used just 17% bottles, but the Cancer
was cured attar she had taken 12 or 14.I feel as though your S. 8. S. could notbe too highly recommended.
G. E. EINEGAR, Thayer, Iowa.
eiz years ago my leg from the kw*to the foot was one solid 0010 andvery offensive I seem ever WS_ 000on two trips to Hot isprissea. Lewphysicians treated:rite:se purpose.I had about COMO be the eosishistosto have my km aasylsoised whenfriend 'adage& ate to try 8. S. S. Ipaean to taka your medicine, andin seven months it completelycured sae. I consider 5. I. 8. thegrandma medicine the world hasever knew-a. My saw is a witnesstoday as to what S. S. S. will dowhen taken regnIraldi. I have ainaid 110 pounds. I write this to showthe company my apterectettion oftheir wonderful medicine, and I amready to write a letter at may timeto any one wishing further lator.smitten.
J. B. TALBIHT, Winona., Hiss.
Today's Chicago Markets
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Wall Paper.
fly Stock of WALL PA-
PER is rather larger than
I want it just at this sea-
son of the year and in or-
der to made room for new
goods which will begin
coming in soon, will begin
MONDAY OCT. 14th to
Slaughter Prices as fol-
lows UNTIL NOVEMBER
THE ist.
Papers worth be will be soldr
for ........ 
 
 UC
Papers worth 10c will be sold foriC
Prpers worth 12,:c will be sold for6C
Papers worth 15e will be s Ii for I OC
Papers worth 20c will be sold for 121c
Papers worth 26o will be eold for I bc
Paper, worth 400 will be sold for25C
Terms Positively Spot Cash. No
goods will be charged these prices
Very Respectfully,
Jack tau,
Thompson Block, Main St
Don't you want to
OWN VOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Goan As imitation of Hop-
kineville, Ky., will build you •
house on eery monthly ray -
meats. For particulsre aoplv ci
Henry C. Cant. - Pres
E me:Pherson. Sec *Troia
MEM MB
,
*Things We
alcs Hear Every
Day....
fil
fiSo
"I find no clothes anywhere that
fit like yours."
"Yours are the best made suits
I've had shown me and I have been
the rounds."
There IS DO mystery about it, gentlemen.
Superiority will tell. Every suit in our stock
18 made for us, our trade, for our use. We
have been studying you and your likes for
years. You get the benefit of the best taste,
the best talent, the best materials in our
suits.
It is no exaggeration for us to claim that
we sell the best makes cheaper than the oth-
ers do the cheap makes. The unsolicited
testimony of our patrons prove it,
OUR FALL STOCK
coining in every day. Our store is the lig
home of fashion and the abode of low
prices.
43
J.T.WALL&CO1
LE= INEMEIMME
MITIMMTIMMYTITMTMTft
Keep Off
Che Cold
By putting on a suit of that Underwear
we are sellihg at little more than HALF-
PRICE.
In addition to the Richard stock that
we purchased at half price we were fortunate
-to secure 144 DOZEN men's heavy fleeced
underwear at a remarkably low figure and
we are able to sell
Extra Heavy Fleeced Under
- wear at 40c a Garment.
They are full 33* Or cent under value.
stock of better grade is full and complete
from a real camel's hair garment at 75c to
the finest silk fleeced Wright's make at 1.50
TI) $:;..r)o.
our
J. H. Ailderson & Co.
OEM
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Wesaisoeoet. Oct. 13.—In this dig-
ceurse Dr. Talmage describes some of
the scenes to be witnessed late at night
in the great cities and warns the un-
wary of many perils; text, Isaiah xxi,
11, "Watchman, what of the night?"
When night came down on Babylon.
Nineveh and Jerusalem, they needed
careful watching, otherwise the incen-
diary's torch might have been thrust
Into the very heart of the metropolitan
splendor, or enemies, marching from
the hills, might have forced the gates.
All night long, on top of the wall and
in front of the gates, might be beard
the measured step of the watchman on
his soittary beat; silence hung lu air.
save as sesee piMerby raised Ziie ques-
tion, "Watchman. What of the ntgbtr
It is to we a deeply semgestive and
solemn thing to see a man standing
guard by night. It thrilled through me
ill at the gate of an arsenal in Charles-
ton the question once smote me, "Who
coulee time?" followed by the sharp
command, "Advance and give the coun-
tersign." Every moral teacher stands
an picket or patrols the wall as watch-
man. His work is to sound the alarm,
and whether it be In the first watch.
be the second watch, in the third watch
or in the fourth watch to be vigilant
until the daybreak flings Its "uaorning
glides" of blooming cloud across the
treRM of the sky.
The ancients divided their night into
four parts—the first watch from 6 to 9,
tbe second from 9 to 12. the third from
12 to 3 and the fourth from 3 to 6. I
speak now of the city in the third
watch, or from 12 to 3 o'clock.
I never weary of looking upon the
life of the city in the first watch. That
Is the hour when the stores are closing.
The laboring men, having quitted the
scaffolding and the shop, are on their
way borne. It rejoices rue to give them
my seat in the city car. They have
Stood and hammered away all day.
Their feet are weary. They are ex-
hausted witb the tug of work. They
gre- 'Meetly cheerful. With appetites
sharpened on the swift turner's wheel
and the carpenter's whetstone they
seek the evening meal. The clerks, too,
lam broken away from the counter
and with brain weary of the long line
of figures and the whims of those who
go helsopping seek the face of mother
or wife and child_ The streets are
threaged with young men setting out
tram the great centers of bargain mak-
ing. Let idlers clear the street and
gtve right of way to the besweated ar-
thane and merchants! They have earn-
ed their bread and are now on their
way home to get It. The lights in full
jet hang ever 10,000 evening repasts—
the parents at either end of the table,
the children between. Thank God,
"who settetb the solitary in families!"
Elvis-slaw la the City.
• few hours later and all the places
at amerrement, good and bad, are in full
tide. Lovers of art catalogue In hand,
stroll through the galleries and discuss
the pictures. Tbe ballroom is resplen-
dent with the rich apparel of those
who on either side of the white, glis-
tening boards await the signal from the
seehestra. Concert halls are lifted Into
enchantment with the warble of one
Imaglitress or swept out on a sea of
tausultmes feeling by the blast of
talassit lastremests. Drawing rooms
are Riled with all gracefulness of ap-
parel, with all sweetness of sound.
With all splendor of manner. Mirrors
nee Catching up and multiplying the
MIMS Mail it seems as if in infinite
Millfdiett there were garlanded troops
adeitacher sad retreating Tbe outdoor
air rings with laughter and with the
movie, to and fro of thousands on the
great promenades. The dashing span,
aril) with the foam of the long coun-
try ride, rushes past as you halt at the
curbstone. Mirth, revelry, beauty, fash-
ion, magnificence, mingle in the great
metropolitan picture until the thinking
mita goes bome to think more eeriously
and the praying man to pray more ear-
mostly. A beautiful and overwhelming
thing is the city in the first and second
watches of the night
But the emir strikes 12, and the
third watch has begun. The thunder
of the city has rolled out of the 10,-.
The slightest sounds cut the eight with
ale% diatinetnees as to attract your at-
test:lea The tinkling of the bell of the
street ear in the distance and the bay
beg of the dog. The stamp of a horse
in Use next street. The slamming of a
saloon door. Tim hiccough of the
drereitard. The shrieks of the steam
mblatle five miles away. Ole bow sug-
gestive, my friends, the third watch of
the night!
There are !onset men pasting up and
down the street. Here is a city tato
sioaary, who has been carrying a scut-
diet coal to that poor family in that
dark place. Here is an undertaker go
lag up the steps of a building from
which there comes a bitter cry, which
indleates that the destroying angel has
smitten the firstborn. Here is a mire
Wee of religion who has been giving
the sacrament to a dying Christian.
Here is a physician passing along P.
great haste. Nearly all the lights have
gorse out in the dwellings, for ft is the
third watch of the night.
Third Watch el the Iftisiet.
Oh, the third watch of the Welt!
What a stupendous thought—a whole
city at rest! Weary arm preparing tot
tomorrow's toil. Hot brain being cool-
ed WI Rigid muscles relaxed. Excit-
ed ,on seethed. The white hair of
Mamma
There isn't a man who would he been
oiseflins / pie. Why not? Because it
through the street munching a
=mean dyspepsia and stomach
Not at all; but because it
INewhileet look well. As a matter of fact
IMMay a business man Watches a lunch
in such a hurry that he might as well
take ilea the run. That is one reason
be the prevailing "stomach trouble'
among men of business.
-There is a certain remedy for diseases
of the stomach and other organs of
digestion and nutrition. It is Doctor
Tierce's Golden Medical Discovery. The
worst cases of dyspepsia and catarrh of
the stomach have beep cured by this
medicine. It cures where all other
swans have failed to cure.
task two bottles of Dr Pierce's Golden
Biedkal Discovery for stomach trouble,. writes
Elareare Corse., Esq.. of Tayloristowa. Loadouo
tie, vs. -It did no so much good that I didn't
take any more I can eat
moit anything now I am so
wee pleated with ti I hardly
tumour how to thank you for
year kind information I tried
a whole lot of things
before I wrote to
you There was a
gentleman laid we
• ho u t your ssesk-
ciae, and how it
had eared his wile.
I, thought I artaikt
try • bottle of it
Am now glad I did.
for I doe t know
what I would have
done if it had sus
been for Dr Pierce',
Maiden Medical Din
cowry "
Doctor Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets
cure biliousness.
They stimulate
the sluggish
liver, and cleanse the sys-
tem of impurities. They
should always be used with
"Golden Medical Discov-
ery" whet there is need of
a laxative,
VIGOR=MEN
Zaidly,Quickly and Per-
manently Restored.
MAGNETIC NERVINE
,Ubswrti$su guarantee to ear.
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SereeMieer` s 
ANigetahle PrepacationferAs-
sisSating lhe Food andEtt
hag the Skeseds and Bowels of
\Nis t tit! ittl1
Promotes Digestiontheerfu
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NARCOTIC.
AksPeefgae' to-SeetURICIER
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&da-
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A peer, Remedy for Constipa-
lion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms c.onvulsions !even sh-
ness and Les!" OF SLEEP.
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NEW YORK.
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CASTOR!
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
Usg
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR
vise OnliTsua commit,. whir ',ORR Cr?,.
the octogenarian in thin drifts across
the pillow, fresh fall of lakes on snow
already fallen. Childhood, with its
dimpled hands thrown out on the p11-
low and with every breath taking in a
new store of fun and frolic. Third
watch of the night! God'a siumberiess
eye will look. Let one great wave of
refreshing slumber roll over the heart
of the great town, submerging care
and anxiety and worriment and pain.
Let the city sleep.
But, my friends, be not deceived.
There will be tonight thousands who
will not sleep at all. n'Go up that dark
alley. and be cautious where you tread
lest you fall over the prostrate form of
a drunkard lying on his own doorstep.
Look about you, lest you feel the gar-
roter's hug. Look through the broken
window pane and see what you can
see. You gay. "Nothing." Then listen.
What Is it? "God helpjoi:" No foot-
lights, but tragedy ghastlier and might-
ier than Rietori or Edwin Booth ever
enacted. No light, no fire, no bread, no
hope. Shivering in the cold, they have
had no food for twenty-four hours. You
say, "Why don't they beg?" They do,
but they get nothing. You say. "Why
don't they deliver themselves over
to the almshouse?" Ale you would not
ask that if you ever beard the bitter
cry of a man or a cblici when told be
must go to the almshouse. "Oh," you
say. "they are vicious poor. and there-
fore they do not deserve our sympa-
thy!" Are they vicious? So much
more need they your pity. The Chris-
tian poor, God helps ,them. Through
their night there twinkles the round,
merry star of hope, and through the
broken window they see the crystals
of heaven, but the vicious poor they
are more to be pitied. Their last light
has gone out. You excuse yourself
from helping them by raying they are
so bad they brought this trouble on
themselves. I reply. Where I give ten
prayers for the innocent who are suf-
fering I will give twenty for the guilty
who are suffering.
Pass on through the alley. Open the
door. "Oh," you say. "it is locked!"
No, it is not locked. It has never been
locked_ No burglar would be tempted
to go in there to steal anything. The
door is never locked. Only a broken
chair stands against the door. Shove
It back. Go in. 'Strike a match. Now.
look. Beastliness and rags. See those
glaring eyebath'. Be careful now what
you say. Po not utter any insult, do
not utter any suspicion, if you value
your life. What hi that red mark on
the wall? It is the mark of a murder
er's hand: Look at those two eyes ris-
ing up out of the darkness and out
from the straw in the corner, coming
toward you, and as they come near you
your light goes out. Strike another
match. Ale this is a babe, not like
those beautifulchildren presented in
baptism. This little one never smiled.
It never will smile. A flower flung on
aa awfully barren beach. 0 Heavenly
Shepherd, fold that little one in thy
arms: Wrap around you your shawl
or your coat tighter, for the cold wind
sweeps through.
A lisspeleoo Brew,.
Strike another match. Ah, is it pos-
sible that the scarred and bruised face
of that young woman ever was looked
Into by maternal tenderness? Utter no
scorn. Utter no harsh word. No ray
of hope has dawned on that brow for
many a year. No ray of hope ever will
dawn on that brow. But the light has
gone out. Do not strike another light.
It would be a mockery to kindle an-
other light in such a place as that.
Pass out and pass down the street.
Do you know it is in this third watch
of thenight that criminals do their worst
work? It is the criminals' watch. At
half past S o'clock you will find them
in the drinking saloon, but toward 12
o'clock they go to their garrets, they
get out their tools, then they start on
the street Watching on either side for
the police, they go to their work of
darkness. This is a burglar, and the
false key will soon touch the store lock,
this is an incendiary, and before morn-
ing there will be a light on the sky and
a cry of "Fire! Fire!" This is an as-
Bassin, and tomorrow morning there
will be a dead body in one of the va-
cant lots. During the daytime these
villains In our cities lounge about, some
asleep and some awake, but when the
third watch of the night arrives, their eye
keen, their brain cool, their arm strong,
their foot fleet to fly or pursue, they are
ready. Many of these poor creatures
were brought up in that way. They
were born in a thieves' garret Their
childish toy was a burglar's dark lan-
tern. The first thing they remember
was their mother bandaging the brow
of their father, struck by the police
club. They began by robbing boys'
pockets, and now they have come to
dig the underground passage to the cel-
lar of the bank and are preparing to
blast the gold vault. Just so long as
there are neglected children of the
street, just sie Long we will have these
desperadoes. Some one, wishing to
make a good Christian point and to
quote a passage of Scripture, expecting
to get a Scriptural pessage in answer,
said to one of these poor lads, east out
and wretched, "When yoor father and
your mother forsake you, who, then,
will take you up?' And the boy said,
"The perlice!"
The Way ell Destesetbee.
In the third watch of the night gam-
bling does its worst work. What
though the hours be slipping away and
though the wife be waiting in the cheer-
less home? Stir up the tire; bring on
more drinks; put up more stakes! That
commercial house that only a little
while ago snt out a sign of copartner'
ship will this winter be wrecked on a
gambler's tattle. There will be many a
money till that will spring a leak. In
the third watch of the night pass down
the streets of these reties. and you hear
the click of the dice and the sharp,
keen stroke of the balls on the billiard
table. At the places merchant princes
dismount, and legislators, tired of mak-
ing Jews, take a respite in breaking
them. All clatters of people are robbed
by this crime—the importer of foreign
silks and the dealer in Chatham street
pocket handkerchiefs. The clerks of
the store take a hand after the shutters
are put up. and the officers of the (-nun
while away their time while the jury
le out.
In Baden-Baden. when that city- was
the greatest of all gambling places on
earth. It was tio unusual thine the next
morning. In the woods around about
the eity, to tine the mu/mended bodies
of suiehtes. W'llatevvr be the splendor
of surroundings. there is no excuse for
this crime. The thunders of eternal
destruction roll in the deep rumble of
that gambling tenpin alley, and as wen
come out to join the long procetution of
sill all the drums of death beat the
dead march of a thousand souls.
In one year in New York city there
esti a7.000.000 sacrificed at the gam-
leg table. Perhaps sonic of your
friends have been smitten of this sin;
perhaps smile of you have been smitten
by it; perhaps there may be a stranger
here frotu some of the hotels. Look
out for those agents of iniquity who
tarry aroutol about the hotels and ask
you. "Would you like to see the city?"
"Yes." -Have you ever seen that
splendid building up town?" "No."
Then the villain will undertake to
show you what he calls the "lions" and
the "elephants'," and after a young
man. through morbid curiosity or
through badness of soul. has seen the
"lions" and the "elephant*" he will be
on enchanted ground. Look out for
these men who move around the hotels
with sleek hats—always sleek hats—
and patronizing air and unaccountable
Interest about your welfare and enter-
tainment. You are a fool If you can-
not ere through it. They want your
money.
Gaiabllar sad Dreakesem.
In l'hestout street, Philadelphia,
while I was living in that city, an in-
cident occurred which was familiar to
us there. In Chestnut street a youne
man went into a gambling saloon, lost
all his property, then blew his brains
out, and before the blood was washed
from the floor by the maid the com-
rades were shuffling cards again. You
see. there its more mercy in the high-
wayman for the belated traveler on
whose body he heaps the stones, there
Is more roomy In the front for the
flower that it kills, there is more mercy
In the hurricane that shivers the
steamer on the Atlantic coast, than
there is mercy in the heart of a gam-
bler for his victim.
In the third watch of the night also
drunkenness does its worst. The drink-
ing will be respectable at 8 o'clock in
the evening, a little flushed at 9, talk
ative and garrulous at 10, at 11 blas-
phemous, at 12 the hat falls off, at 1
the man falls to the floor, asking for
more drink. Strewn through the drink-
ing saloons of the city, fathers, hus-
bands, 80011 as good as you are by na-
ture, perhaps better. In the high circlet
of society it is hushed up. A merchant
prince, if he gets noisy and uncontrol-
lable, is taken by his fellow revelers,
who try to get him to bed or take him
home, where be falls flat in the entry.
Do not wake up the children. They
have had disgrace enough. Do not let
them know it. Hush It up. But some-
times it cannot be bushed up when the
rum touches the brain anti the man be-
comes thoroughly frenzied. Such a
one came home, having been absent
for some time, and during his absence
his wife died, and site lay in the next
room, prepared for the obsequies, and
he went In Lod dragged her by the locks
and shook her out of her shroud and
pitched her out of the window. Oh,
when rum touches the brain you can-
not hush it up!
My friends, you see all around about
you the need that something radical be
done. You do not see the worst. In
the midnight meetings in London a
great multitude have been saved. We
want a few hundred Christian men and
women to come down from the highest
circles' of society to toil amid these
wandering and destitute ours and kin-
dle up a light in the dark alley, even
the gladness of heaven. Do not go
wrapped in your fine tura anti from
your well filled tables with the idea
that pious talk is going to stop the
gnawing of an empty stomach or to
warm steekingless feet. Take bread.
take raiment, take medicine, as well
as take prayer. There is a great deal
of common sense in what the poor u-
man said to the city missionary when
he was telling her bow she ought to
love God and serve him. "Oh," she
said, "If you were as poor and cold as
lion and as hungry you could think of
nothing else!"
Pewee at a Helpful W•rd.
A great deal of what is called Chris-
tian work goes for nothing, for the sim-
ple reason it is hot practical. As after
the battle of Antietam a man got out
of au ambulance with a bag of tracts,
and be went distributing the tracts,
and George Stuart, one of the best
Christlau men In this country, said to
him: "What are you distrihuting tracts
for uow? There are 3,000, men bleed
big to death. Bind up their wounds.
and (lieu distribute the tracts." We
want more common sense in Christian
work, taking the bread of this life in
one hand and the bread of the next
life in the other hand. No such inapt
work as that dune by the Christian
titan who, during our civil war, went
Intl' ii hospital with trot-tit anti, coon
Mg to the bed of a man whom legs had
hen atuptitated, gave him at tract on
the sin of I rejoice iwfore
I:041 that ',ever are sympathetic words
iittoied, never a prayer offered, never
it chrisitian almsgiving indulged In but
it is blessed. There is a place in
Switzerlauti, 1 have -been told, where
the 'literate:* of one word will bring
Intel: a score of echoes, and I have to
tell you that a sympathetic word, a
kind went, a generous word, a helpful
weed. uttered in the dark places of the
town wili bring back 10,000 echoes
from heaven. Are there in this as.
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sentinage those vino trnOw ny experi-
ence the tragedies in the third watch
ot the night? 1 am not here to thrust
you back with one hard word. Take
the bandage from your bruised soul
and put on it the (soothing salve of
Clirtst's gospel audj of God's compete
sion. I
1
I could give you tbe history in a
minute of one of he best friends I
ever had. Outside of my own family I
never had a beam friend. He wet-
(Nailed Me to my twine at the west. Ile
was of eplentild personal appearance,
but he hall an ardor of soul and a
warmth of affect iou that made me love
bitn like a brother. ,I saw men coming
out of the saloous end gambling hells.
and they surrounded my friend, and
they took him at the weak point—his
social nature—and II ear iiiiti going
doWtl. awl I had a fair talk a It ii him.
for I never yet saw a man you i ..,.,titi i
uot talk with on the subject tat 
his 
halt.
It s If yeti talked with him In the right
way. 1 saki to him, "Why don't you
give up your bad habits and become a
Christian?" I remember now just how
he looked, leaning over his counter, as
he replied: "I wish I could. Oh, sir, I
should like to be a Christian; but I
have gone RO far astray I can't get
beck!" So the time went OD. After
awhile the day of sickness came. I
was summoned to his sickbed. I has-
tened. It took inc but a very few mo-
ments to get there, I was surprised
as I went in. I saw hini in his ordi-
nary dress, fully dressed, lying on top
of the bed. I gave blin my hand, and
he seized it convulsively anti said: "Oh,
how glad I mu to see you! Sit down
there." I sat down, and he said: "Mr.
Taltuage, just where you sit now my
mother sat last night. She has been
dead twenty years. Now, I don't want
you to think I sin out of my mind or
that I am superstitious, but, sir, she
sat there last night, and she said.
'Roswell, I wish you would do better,
wish you would do better.' I said:
' other, I wish I could do better. I try
do better, but I can't. Mother, you
used to help me; why can't you help
me now?' And. sir, I got out of bed,
for it was a reality, and I went to her
and threw my arms around her neck.
and I said: 'Mother, I will do better,
but you must help. I can't do this
alone.'" I knelt and prayed. That
night his soul wewt to the Lord who
made it.
I A treeseeer lie Fly. Acts.
; Arrangements were made for the ob-
gequies. The question was raised
whether they should bring him to the
church. Somebody said. "You cannot
bring such a dissolute man as that into
the church." I said: "You will bring
him In church. Ile stood by me when
he was alive, and I will stand by hint
when he is dead. . Bring hen." As I
stood in the pulpit and saw theni car-
rying the body up the aisle I felt as if
1 could weep testi of blood. On one
side of the pulpit sist his little.child of
eight years, a sweet, beautiful little
girl, that I had seen him hug convul-
sively in his better moments. Ile put
on her all jewels and gave her all pic-
tures and tuys, and thee he would go
away, as if bounded by an evil spirit,
to his cups and the house of iniquity, a
fool to the correction of the stocks. She
looked up wonderingly; she knew not
what it Alt meant; she was not old
enough to understand the sorrow of an
orphan. On the other side sat the unit
who ruined hint They were the men
who had poured the wormwood Into
the orphan's cup; they were the men
who had bound him hand and foot. I
knew them. How did they seem 19
feel? Did they weep? No. Did they
say. "What a pity that so generous a
man should be destroyed?" No. Did
they sigh repentingly over what they
had done? No; they sat tbere, looking
as cultures look at the carcass of a
lamb whose heart they have ripped out.
Si) they sat and looked at the coffin lid.
anti I told them the judgment of Got:
upon those who had destroyed their
fellows. Did they reform? I was told
they were in the places of iniquity that
night after my friend was laid in Oak-
wood cemetery, aud they blasphemed
anti they drank. Oh, how merciless
men are, especially after they have de-
stroyed you Do not look to men for
comfort or help.
But there is a man who will not re-
form. Ile says, "I won't reform."
Well, then, how many acts are there
in a tragedy? I believe there are five
acts In a tragedy.
Act the first of the tragedy: A young
man starting off from home; parents
end sisters weeping to have him go;
wagon rising over the hill; farewell
kiss flung back. Ring the bell and let
the curtain fall.
Act the second: The marriage altar;
full organ, bright lights; long white
veil trailing through the aisle; prayer
anti congratulation and exclamation of.
"How well she looks!"
Act the third: A woman waiting for
staggering steps; old garments atm.:
into the broken window pane; marks
of hardship on the face; the biting of
the nails of bloodless fingers; neglect
and cruelty and despair. Ring the bell
and let the curtain drop.
Act the fourth: Three graves In a
dark place—grave of the child that
died for lack of medicine, grave of the
wife that died of a broken heart. gra% e
of the man that died of dissipation.
Oh, what a blasted heath with three
graves! Plenty of weeds, but no flow-
ere. Ring the bell anti let the curtain
drop.
Act the fifth: A destroyed soul's
eternity; no light, so music; blackness
of darkness forever. But I cannot look
any longer. Woe! woe! I close my
eyes to this last act of the tragedy.
()nick. quick! Ring the bell and let
the curtain drop. "Rejoice, 0 young
man, in thy youth, and let thy heart
rejoice In the days of thy youth, but
know thou that for all these things
God will bring you into judgment."
"There is a way that seemeth right It,
a man. bin the end thereof Is death."
[ropyricbt. 1901. Louis Elogett, N. Y 3
Iffine
Every woman loves to think of the
time when a soft little body, all her
own, will nestle in her bosom, fully
satisfying the yearning which lies in
the heart of every good woman. But
yet there is a black cloud hovering
about the pretty picture in her mind
which fills her w,th terror. The
dread of ehildbinh takes away much
of the Joy of motherhood. And yet it
need nob be so. For sometime there
has been upon the market, well-known
and recommended by physicians, a
liniment called
MOihal friend
which makes Afidterth as simple and
ersy as nature intended it. It is a
strengthening, penetrating liniment,
which the skin readily absorbs. It
gives the muscles elasticity arid vigor,
prevents sore breasts, morning sick-
ness and the loss of the girlish figure.
An intelligent mother In Butler, Pa.,
says: " Were I to heed Mother's Friend
assist, I would obtain 9 bottles U I had
to pay ea per Dottie for tee
Get Metber*s Prised at tlie drag
Store, SI per bottle
THE ERADOELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Writs toe oter fres, ill 'secreted book, "Polar.
Dab, Is Dom"
CLIAllaIlln CATARRH11111AnD HEALING
Cults FOR
CATARRH
Is
ELY'S
(ream flalm
Nally an pleasant
to use. Contains no
Injurious drug.
It Is quickly absorb-
ed. Gives Relief at
once. It Opens and
(leafless the Nasal
In-
flammation, Heals COLD I% Hatiamsees. 
Allays !
and protects tbe menth-ame. Restores the
Menses Of Teat* and Smell. I,arge use lio
resits at druagittsor by mall. Trial Ilse lo
cents by mail.
!ley lit ern r, Mt, 00 Warren Pitreet,
blew York,
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SWEEPING VICTORY,
Predicted For
Pembroke Joaraal
Waal all stem fail. she D toocrane
fasten tiokrt will melte a sweeping •ie-
tory at the November election, says
Pembroke Journal.
Every hi dy is awake to the Imports me
of relegating to the rear the crowd
known Its 1 he Ring, and every tootle-
refit voter will inaroh to the polls 0 B
elettion day and put in bus Meet for
the ticket that la presents I he b--et e'e•
Mei t of the people.
the
Cures Rheumatism or Catarrh Through
The Blood—Costs Nothing to Try
Would you hiss to get rid of that
°bionic rheumatism or offensive catarrh
forever? Then take a bottle Botanic
Blood Barn, ethical has oured thousands
of hopeless cases that had resisted doe.
tors and patent medicine trestmeot
Bateau) Blood Balm al. 8. B. Omer
through the blood by destroying the
poison hich oansts the awful aches in
the borne, joints, shoulder bladed ii d
back, swollen glands, hawking, spitting
Doti breath, impaired hearing, sic,, lbw
making a perfect cure. Botanic Blood
Balm thoroughly tested for thirty years.
Oonareised of yore &manic drug.. Per.
fectly safe to take by o*d and young.
Drat/piste $1. Trial treatment free by
writing Biood Balm Ors, Atlanta, GA
Dfcrib u trouble and free medical sd•ite
given until carod. Doo't give op hope
Out try B B. B which makes the blood
pure and rich and builds up the "•11
roil down," tiled body B. B. B. inakm
She blood red, giving the skin the rich
glow of perfect health
tinOD ROADS TRAIN.
— —
A special good roads train Is to be
sent out over the 4. trheen rade ay to
encourage the banding of good toads
throughout the South. A force of ex-
perts will 'company the trein and give
praotic it di nem tr Mons
RIGHT UP TO OM.
(Beason's fluter is Pala: Master,)
These are de-- u ',words and of the heat.
lag of records. Benson's Porous Plaster, tor
quickness of action and thoroughness of
cure, has no records to beat except its own.
Benson's Piaster, always the hest, always
the leader, is to-day better Ma% ever. It
sticks to the akin but never sticks in Its
tracks. It marches on.
The people not only want to be cured
but cured quickly—and Benson's Pleated'
does it. Coughs, *olds, lumbago, arrthmo,
bronchitis, liver and kidney compleiuta.
and other Ms approachable by an external
remedy, yield to Benson's as ice does to heat
Neither Belladonna, Strengthening or
Capsicum plasters are to be compared with
Beason's. People who tiara owe tastea
the merits of Benson's Plaster have no use
(or any other external remedy.
More than 6,000 physicians and drug.
„fiats (aod a thousand tines as many non.
erofesidonal persons) have culled Benson's
Plasters one of the few (f) home remedies
that can be trusted.
Fifty-five highest awards have been made
to it in competition w.tb the hest known
plasters of Europe aud America. Better
proof of its merit* is inconceivable. Be
sure to get the genuine.
For sale by ali druggists, or we will pre.
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States, ore receipt of 26c. each.
SsaburyI Johnson, /dig. Chemists, ILL
FOR SALE, 200 sores of well improv-
ed land $ miles west of Hopkiosville on
the Cledis road Will sell 100 sores un-
improved or the whole 200 acres.
J. U OBILDRESS,
16-w4m Hcpkintville, Ky.
DPATII OF A YOUTH.
irromil,rlday's daily.
Alonzo, the fifteen year old son of J.
H. Underwood, of Antioch, died at the
home of his father yesterday of typhoid
fever.
The turns! services took plsoe this
afternoon at the West burying ground
near Pon.
Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
How Ti Visa Oat.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
sediment or set-
tling indicates an
unhealthy condi-
tion of the kid-
neys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kid-
ney trouble: too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
'"'"'"' the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed. that Dr. Khmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
beck, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp
-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and Si . sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful discovery
arid a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mall.
Address Dr. Kilmer & Some or ilesaiiitosa
Co.. Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men-
tion reading this generous offer In this paper.
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PALATABLE)
Better Than Calomel and Quinine.
(.0ontains no Arsenic) The Old Reliable
Excellent General Tonic
As well as • sure cure for CHILLS and
FEVERS. Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers and Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER FAILS.
Just what you need at this mason.
Mild Laxative,
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Don't
take any substitute. Try it. 800 and
$1.00 bottle*. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettet Co.,
I I N'oltPrillAVID I
Louisville, Ky.
FOR SALE
A Fine Farm
About one miles from Howell, Ky.,
oontaining 265 acres. Dwelling with
three r0Onla, good tobacco barn, stable.
hay barn, tenant houses and other nec-
essary out buildings; a well and fine
pond of never failing stook water.
THIS FARM
Is located in one of the best neighbor-
hoods in Christian oonaty, conven enS
to schools and church and
Will Be Sold at a Great
Bargain
and on reasonable terms
Winfree & Knight.
P RePORT.
The Fogies Ticket By lite 
The imathly crop report of the De-
4:1totiregiest(1)foloartwcerasgeseet.
w°°e-fDatireesrlailealTiripoesni.rtosttiefrbhdeeeA,°::mbvregleeiincarouantgr61 ineskatodhMoi composed
for the past ten years There was an
improvement in the condition of tobacco
during September and on Olober 1 the
oondition was generally above the avec-
"eaptou Fox, 'H w ''attereney at law and
te se.01.4 of shorthand, Hopkinaville,Ky
BULL YOUR PEAS.
— - —
We have the only up-So-date Bidwell
Poo Honors and the only successful pea
boilers butit. Will bull your peso
ready for market and bale the hulling"
eftrr the machine. Leave or send or-
ders to Mat S. Msjor. Herndon. or M
F. Winfree, Oaskey, w tf
W. P. ware's, 1. 6. anew:.
Winfree & Knight,
Real Estate.
Tha Ninon of the year when people
woos so boy real estate is at hand, and
we Invite those who want to boy or sell
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business and will sdveruse
property put into our hands free of
charge, and will tarnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to see
us if you want to sell, it oust* you noth-
iug it you fail.
A good farm of 58 acres within four
and one-bait miles of klopkiosville or,
entitle road. Nice frame dwelling five
r,oins good memo° barn and other out-
Dultdiugs, gam cistern run stunt *51.1,
*plutaGIU t robard, will make a nine
Lome. Win be avid cheap.
Desirable house and not on oorner of
14th and Uoleman Streete, near Walnut,
Fl•O rooms and large bait, gocd Maseru,
cellar and stable. Winfree dr Kuott,t,
A gOMI am•Ii farm of 61 14 asree, sit-
uated MO miles south ot Trenton OD
the Nashville load, with a good dwell
four rooms, smokehouse, meter..
aua vamp ; ill acres in timber; tine red
clay tateron. Tuts property will be so.d
at a ,ow price a 14 on reasonatee Setae.
A splendid farm of 210 acres on turn-
pike load 51v miles from Hopktueville.
New eight room owelitug won three
ourobee, well arranged wall hot antl
oid water, batu tub, wan r closet, etc.
goou stock barite, grazier), cabiuest
Nob wlndrnil , Nabob of ut ver i•litug
eater througa the farm, All under g0o0
4•110 fence and in s-h gb state Of culti-
vatioo aud In tledllellt neighborhood. A
mod- I meek farm Wil be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres In Osidwell Uo,.
Ky .4 miles trom Soottaburg and 1. 0 -
It R. and 8 mites Dom Priuceton Ky.
farm has • good frame dwellins
10 rooms, good stock barnaobs000 barn
drainary, good out houses, 2 good wells
,ud flue spring, 100 acrt e of the land Is
flue large White Oak lumber.
A splendid farm of 80 acres, good
tierelliog with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco
earn, apple and peach orebard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of stock
water, walled cellar, land fertile and in
a high state of cultivation. On Public,
road within 2 miles of Gramy Ky. Will
besoidarses oabf land lTh ac with improvements
4 miles from Hoakinsville on Maaison-
vine road. Cheap, $12t0-
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; S rooms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and all moos= con-
veniences; everything new and in ex-
nations repair; [muse piped for water
and gas, and wired for electricity; good
seller, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings; nice shade trees.
['his property will be sold at • bargain.
We have the following Florida lauds
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
361 acres in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Paeon county, 900 acres in Hernand0
county and 160 scree in Hillsboro oonn-
ty. One of the above tracta is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, Mo., see
no
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, convenient to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 88:30
feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm convenient
to schools and churches and on good
road.
Stock of goods, store house end resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
R. R. First-olass paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, regdenoe b
to mi, water works and modern Im-
provement., ten sores of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Kentucky College,
$1,600. Will sell this place al low price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on oor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, trouts
82S feet on Campbell street by 185 feet
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
cessary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
line Irma= and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bones, carriage
house, milk house, tic., everything in
good repair. Complete met of farming
implements go with the place.
Good farm 223 acres, on Naahvillt
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 3
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at • low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
136 acre" of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price
rPeresidacenreoe. on oorner of Main and
let streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six rooms,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
86 scree of fine land just outside toll-
gate onyalmyra road. $66 pee sore.
8 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
about 800 acres,: Will be converted into
2 or 8 traces. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out
-bowels and
cistern, price Vi00.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on.
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
An elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient to postoffloe, school' and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, 2 new cabins, rmoke house,
ben house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grape", rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy term.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
Street.
es of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 niiles from Howell, Ky.
Prim $5.00 per acre.
Very desirable suburban residentee,
house two stories, S rooms, new and in
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
soteide the city Mite on one of the best
streeA nice residence as Oasky, Ky. LOo
of 10 acres, six room- cottage and twt
room office in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable and
oseeitge Imam and, all necessary out
buildinge; spleudtd shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient 10 depot, school and church;
8:miles Vinci .HOpliiiity ills with good
pike nearly the Witele distanee, spunk.
did location for a deakile.
A two story cottage On South Camp.
bell St., lot 7011861s feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, look
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms ,and
a;sewing room; on second floor; also
splendid dry cellar 18'14 feet with brisk
walls and floor, good cistern coal hood*,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS—One third mall, bal.
anoe in four equal annual payments,
8 per cent., interest on deferred pay.
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Begins in the
growiitg. Anywhere
between the plantation
and the coffee pot the flavor may be changed, the
quality spoiled by carelessness, inexperience, or un-
scrupulous methods. From the time Arbuckles' Coffee
leaves the hands of the grower until &reaches the user in
a sealed packet, it is handled with the gaine watchful care,
the same thought for cleanliness, that you would give any
article of food that goes on your table. That's the reason
it costs the grocer a cent a pound more than its cheap
imitations. The extra cent you pay for
IIC LES'
Roasted Coffee
buys much more than a cent's worth of quality and
strength. A pound of Arbuckles' Coffee will give you
more cupfuls of better coffee than you
would get from other package coffees.
Be sure you get Arbuckles' Roasted Coffee. Other
package coffees are but imitations of Arbuckles'.
In each pound peek:age of A rbooklair Roasted Coffee there to a
list of articles. With each ;package In which the List Is Haag the
EirstrIlhfronbrli: "st,tail 
part of
taCil tario an I rot t:ube IPIrtairobir.
nature on the package Is to be Cut Out and felon:lel to our Rollos
Dime To Mosel me this List. Address au comisunteatioas ii
ARBUC.KLE BROS.
Seam Deportment, NEW YORK ciTy, N.T.
a,
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Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gi ves i natant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Bement to take.
It egue't Ilimip‘
de yea geed This Cost you Nothing_!betPrepared:Ion',le by F. C. Ds Vi irr Co., ChiSold by R. C. Ha dwickmeraTbe fl. bott contains 2a times the 50c. Nom
AMERICAN INV,,ESTA!!!1T CNN",
ncorpors2101110.CAPITAL STOCK
RESERVE SURPLUS
AMOUNT PAID COUPON HOLDERS
Address all correspondence to
HOME OFFICE.
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May 1st, 1901
LBAVall bOrallallYILLIL
No. in, No. Ni. No. 555, At
'laity daily digt,'
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Ar floa'sosi 9:110 a al 5:15 pm
Az Nrylllo 10:10 a ro 11:111 p ro
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ex. Leaman. lie On 555pm
LoPrtwissa saiam 1:114pro
At Farallon' 9:00 aCni 5:15 pm
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kr Now Orleans 9:111 • in
110 541 Arrives at Hopktasylllo,11:100
Belie &Moss at Hopiansville, sae p. a.
N. Ill Airless e& RopkiasvtUe,s:Np •
I. X. ftitmtwOOD, Agt
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PATENTS
pemplepremed. is PS & bed W.A. sketch,
se piens hr hue as patanithilitg. k"flow
la °Maga U.& sag Tirriami lhainlasa4Trade.11erka,'
TIM retreat teems sise, elltarel 1.1 i armories.
PATIN? LAW/tall Or se Mar MAW/1M
Tritiful
week**. klairsa• alsakW-
A. SNOW & CO
PATENT LAWYERS,
ilm V. Petrie Office, 5551115705, D. t
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood. Hunter Woo J)
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office la Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPErearaus : KENTUCKY
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Lula E. Oldham....
..Osteopaths..
Graduates American &noel of Oeteo
pathy, Kirksvtlle, Mo. All curable die
eases (both Astute and chronic) snows-
fully treated without the use of drum
or knife. Corner 10th and Clay Streets.
Consultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a speetally 'Phone 9e4
Every Wemai,
a. (nitre/led • vial L•umr
about i.e wookterftl
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SENT FREE
to housekeepers—
liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
COOK BOOK
Selling how to prepare delimit
saigdellotous dishes. '
•actreas LIsbig Co., Pox NIL New Tot
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e Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provides the Safest and Most Convenient Mode of Trans-
porting Eggs to the Local Market.
It Is Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Filler and
Will Hold 10 Dozen Eggs.
HOW
TO
SECURE
IT
Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY Y.
NEW ERA who pays One Donor for &yeses sub.
seription in &drones will be presented with the
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All Old 8ubseribers can secure the Eclipse Egg Cartier opal 1be
payment of all &nearly.' and advaneing the subscription one year.
Take advantage of this offer AT ONCE as it may be withdrawn at
any time. Call on;or addrtse,
INT4i3W nrCk. CO
HOPKINSVILL.E. KY.
"Always be
Right Then
andWkisere saute
eared at s;;e with
out pits its f torii MLitt lit
, las • "nit Piaui a:
Sure You Are
Go Ahead"
This old mariner should be
membered when you are discussing
the weather. 11 you have one of the
thermometers the New Era is giving
sway you can snow exaetly whet the
temperature is at any time providing
it doesn't go above 120 or lower
than 30 degrees below zero
These
Thermometers
are 12 in( hes long and may be re-
he upon as they *re all tested.
They also have a magnifying tabs
which makes the column of fluid
' 
thersis no trouble in
it exastly. 
By complying with the following
(auditions, you can get one abso-
lutely
Free!
Subscribe for the WEEKLY NEW
ERA, paying one dollar for one year
in advance, or if you are already a
subscriber, pay all arrearage (if say)
and one 3 ear in advance.
The same plan works with the
DAILY NEW ERA only you pay
$1.25 for three months in advance.
Get one before the supply is ex-
hausted as we only bays a limited
number and first come first served.
NEW.7tFitt tc()
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